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Digital photography and videography have become ubiquitous. With ever-cheaper and
more capable cameras, found in dedicated devices and, increasingly, in multipurpose
smartphones and tablets, it is now easier than ever for the casual user to generate their
own dense ﬆream of personal multimedia data. With popular photo and video sharing
sites, like Flickr, Facebook, and YouTube, users can share their images and video with
the world, making for a vaﬆ amount of multimedia data ﬆored at home and on the web.
ĉis Ěood of data presents many challenges, particularly for the non-professional, to
manage their data, for example, to apply simple photographic adjuﬆments, or to ėnd
intereﬆing shots worth keeping among megabytes of data from even a short weekend
trip. At the same time, researchers have a unique opportunity to exploit the vaﬆ
amount of publicly available multimedia data to make graphics tasks easier for the
individual.
ĉis dissertation presents work that seeks to address some of these challenges, and,
where possible, exploit exiﬆing data sets to do so. Firﬆ, we discuss a general approach
that ėnds images similar to a given input from among a colleČion of photographs, from
which various task-ĝeciėc properties are transferred to the input. We demonﬆrate this
basic approach in two diﬆinČ seĨings–image reﬆoration and CG image enhancement.
Next, we focus on colleČions of video. We ėrﬆ present a method for eﬃciently
browsing and summarizing colleČions of related videos. Our approach is based on a
simple pairwise video alignment that identiėes a relevant sequence of video clips that
beﬆ matches an input video. Finally, we discuss our work on replacing facial
performances in video that requires no ĝecial hardware and can be used to retarget
exiﬆing footage to synthesize new performances.
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1
IntroduČion
TŇĵĸĽŉĽŃłĵŀ ńļŃŉŃĻŇĵńļŏ has played a critical role in the world over thelaﬆ two centuries. From recording our personal lives and capturing important
events, to advertising produČs, documenting scientiėc experiments, and facilitating
art, photography has created a rich visual record of the world around us. However,
deĝite conﬆant advances in technology, traditional photography has always
demanded a certain economy in approach, due to the coﬆ in time and materials
required to develop images via a photochemical process.
Early digital cameras eased these reﬆriČions somewhat, with the ėrﬆ commercially
available camera from Dycam debuted in ǉǑǑǈ [ǐǐ]. Based on CCD and CMOS
sensors, along with Ěash memory ﬆorage, these devices avoided the photochemical
development process altogether, providing results for viewing, printing, and publishing
almoﬆ inﬆantaneously. Likewise, digital-only workĚows eliminated much of the waﬆe
associated with taking bad piČures on ėlm, as unwanted images could easily and
quickly be erased.
As sensor quality, device bandwidth, and ﬆorage capacity improved, digital ﬆill and
video cameras have become legitimate alternatives to ėlm cameras for even high-end
ǉ
applications. In particular, the noise properties and dynamic range of sensors have
nearly eclipsed that of the beﬆ ėlm; for this reason, many professionals, including
recent cinematic produČions for Contagion andDrive, have chosen an all-digital
workĚow [ǌǑ, Ǎǈ]. Meanwhile, consumer grade devices have seen similar increases in
resolution and capacity. For example, a typical ėxed-lens point-and-shoot camera can
snap ǉǊ megapixel color images and record HD video, writing data to a ǎǌ GB
removable Ěash ﬆorage card [ǉǈǍ].
Popularity of digital cameras has likewise increased ﬆeadily, averaging over Ǒ million
units in annual growth worldwide since ǉǑǑǑ. More recently, produČion of cameras
with interchangeable lenses, covering both the professional and the hobbyiﬆ markets,
has seen a ǎǈ percent increase from ǉǍ.Ǐ million units in Ǌǈǈǐ to ǉǍ.Ǐ million units in
Ǌǈǉǉ. For point-and-shoot ﬆyle cameras with a ėxed lens, moﬆ common among
consumer grade devices, the piČure isn’t so clear; between Ǌǈǈǐ and Ǌǈǉǉ, these
devices saw a ǋ.ǎ percent decrease in worldwide produČion [Ǌǌ]. However this dip is
more than oﬀset by the rapidly increasing popularity of camera-equipped
smartphones. In Ǌǈǉǉ, ǌǏǊ million smartphones were sold to end users worldwide, a
Ǌǌǈ percent increase over sales in Ǌǈǈǐ [ǌǊ]. Once limited by the poor quality of their
built-in camera’s miniscule optics and sensors, smartphones are now capable
alternatives to dedicated digital cameras. Within a year of its June Ǌǈǉǈ release, the
iPhone ǌ overtook the Nikon DǑǈ as the moﬆ popular camera, in terms of daily
uploads, on the photo sharing site Flickr [ǎ, ǋǑ]. Worldwide smartphone sales are
projeČed at ǎǋǉ million units in ǊǈǉǊ and up to ǉ.ǉ billion units in ǊǈǉǍ. With so many
devices, easily accessible in purses and pockets, the smartphone has rapidly become
the tool of choice for recording the world around us.
But where do all these photos and videos go? While personal devices, including
phones, cameras, tablets, and computers, contain ever-increasing personal media
colleČions, a vaﬆ amount of this data is ﬆored across the web and accessible via photo
and video sharing sites like Flickr, Picasa, and YouTube. On Facebook, the largeﬆ
photo sharing site, over ǊǍǈmillion photos are uploaded daily [Ǒǈ], more than ǉǏ times
the number of photos in the Library of Congress [ǏǊ, Ǒǈ]. Massive daily uploads aren’t
limited to ﬆill images; the video sharing site YouTube sees ǎǈ hours of video uploaded
every minute [ǉǉǏ]. Photos and videos can be uploaded direČly from smartphones,
immediately aĜer capture, and shared. In faČ, anyone with a smartphone, camera, or
webcam and internet access can share what they’ve seen with the world. In this way,
Ǌ
these platforms and devices have dramatically changed the way the visual world is
documented and communicated, much as the blog did for wriĨen media.
ĉis new digital ecosyﬆem is not without its challenges. With such an abundance of
data, simple tasks involved inmanaging personal coĞeČions become non-trivial,
particularly for the non-professional. For example, something as ﬆraightforward as
applying simple photographic adjuﬆments or ėnding a few intereﬆing video clips for
images and video captured over a holiday break becomes a tedious, time-consuming
process with even a hundred photos or an hour of video, which by modern ﬆandards is
a modeﬆ amount of data. With so much of this data in the hands of casual users, it’s
also important to provide intuitive, even automatic, tools for these tasks to compliment
exiﬆing tools aimed at professionals.
At the same time, this Ěood of data presents unique opportunities. A large portion
of data on photo and video sharing sites is publicly available, providing researchers
with a wealth of samples of the visual world. Exiﬆing image and video data can be
reused, or retargeted, in diﬀerent seĨings for artiﬆic purposes. Additionally, these
internet-scale colleČions can be exploited to create ﬆatiﬆical models of natural images
and image adjuﬆments which can simplify and automate common graphics tasks.
ǉ.ǉ SŊŁŁĵŇŏ Ńĺ OŇĽĻĽłĵŀ CŃłŉŇĽĶŊŉĽŃłň
In this dissertation, we focus on improvements in a few key areas related to editing,
managing, and exploiting multimedia colleČions. We outline our major contributions
below.
Image Reﬆoration usingOnline Photo ColleČions. We present an image
reﬆoration method that leverages a large database of images gathered from the web.
Given an input image, we execute an eﬃcient visual search to ėnd the closeﬆ images in
the database; these images deėne the input’s visual context. We use the visual context
as an image-ĝeciėc prior and show its value in a variety of image reﬆoration
operations, including white balance correČion, exposure correČion, and contraﬆ
enhancement. We evaluate our approach using a database of ǉ million images
downloaded from Flickr and demonﬆrate the eﬀeČ of database size on performance.
Our results show that priors based on the visual context consiﬆently out-perform
generic or even domain-ĝeciėc priors for these operations.
ǋ
CGǊReal: Improving the Realism of Computer Generated Images using a
Large ColleČion of Photographs. We have developed a novel method to make CG
images look more realiﬆic that is simple and accessible to novice users. Our syﬆem
uses a large colleČion of photographs gathered from online repositories. Given a CG
image, we retrieve a small number of real images with similar global ﬆruČure. We
identify correĝonding regions between the CG and real images using a novel
mean-shiĜ cosegmentation algorithm. ĉe user can then automatically transfer color,
tone, and texture frommatching regions to the CG image. Our syﬆem only uses image
processing operations and does not require a ǋDmodel of the scene, making it faﬆ and
easy to integrate into digital content creation workĚows. Results of a user ﬆudy show
that our improved CG images appear more realiﬆic than the originals.
Multi-Video Browsing and Summarization. ĉis work focuses on the task of
browsing multiple videos with a common theme, such as an event covered by multiple
cameras, or the result of a search query on a video sharing website. Given the colleČion
of videos we ėrﬆ align each video with all others. ĉis pairwise video alignment forms
the basis of a novel browsing interface, termed the Browsing Companion. It is used to
play a primary video and, in addition as thumbnails, other video clips that are
temporally synchronized with it. ĉe user can, at any time, click on one of the
thumbnails to make it the primary. We also show that video alignment can be used for
other applications such as automatic highlight deteČion and multi-video
summarization.
Video Face Replacement. We have developed a new method for replacing facial
performances in video. Our approach accounts for diﬀerences in identity, visual
appearance, ĝeech, and timing between source and target videos. Unlike prior work, it
does not require subﬆantial manual operation or complex acquisition hardware, only
single-camera video. We use a ǋDmultilinear model to track the facial performance in
both videos. Using the correĝonding ǋD geometry, we warp the source to the target
face and retime the source to match the target performance. We then compute an
optimal seam through the video volume that maintains temporal consiﬆency in the
ėnal composite. We showcase the use of our method on a variety of examples and
present the result of a user ﬆudy that suggeﬆs our results are diﬃcult to diﬆinguish
from real video footage.
ǌ
Figure 1.1.1: A summary of contributions and related themes. While this work ad-
dresses a variety of content-aware manipulations, each topic shares common themes
of the recent multimedia data explosion and its challenges and opportunities.
ǉ.Ǌ OŇĻĵłĽŐĵŉĽŃł Ńĺ ŉļĹ DĽňňĹŇŉĵŉĽŃł
ĉis dissertation is divided into eight chapters. In Chapter Ǌ, we provide an overview
of related work, and Chapter ǋ covers methods for image and region matching used
throughout this dissertation. Chapter ǌ presents our method for image reﬆoration, and
Chapter Ǎ, CG image enhancement, both of which leverage internet-scale photo
colleČions to achieve their results. In Chapter ǎ, we turn our aĨention to video,
discussing our methods for browsing and summarizing colleČions of video. Chapter Ǐ
presents our syﬆem for high quality video face replacement. Finally in Chapter ǐ, we
conclude the dissertation with a summary of our contributions and direČions for
future work.
Ǎ
2
RelatedWork
TļĽň ķļĵńŉĹŇ reviews prior work related to this dissertation. Work on imagescovers topics of texture synthesis, image-to-image transfers, large colleČions,
natural image ﬆatiﬆics, and face editing. Prior work on videos includes search,
summarization, alignment, analytics, face replacement, and morphable models.
Ǌ.ǉ IŁĵĻĹň
Ǌ.ǉ.ǉ TĹŎŉŊŇĹ ňŏłŉļĹňĽň
Natural appearance in images, which is the primary concern of Chapters ǌ and Ǎ, can
be achieved by synthesizing textures. In their seminal work, Heeger and Bergen [ǌǎ]
proposed a novel approach for synthesizing textures. ĉeir method ﬆarts with a
random noise image and iteratively adjuﬆ its ﬆatiﬆics at diﬀerent scales to match those
of the target texture, leading to new inﬆances of the target texture. ĉis approach was
later extended by De Bonet [Ǌǐ] to use joint multi-scale ﬆatiﬆics. Alternatively, one
can take an exemplar based approach to texture synthesis. ĉis idea was ėrﬆ illuﬆrated
in the work of Efros and Leung [ǋǊ] and was later extended to work on patches inﬆead
ǎ
of pixels [ǋǉ, Ǎǐ]. ĉe image analogies framework [ǌǏ] extends non-parametric texture
synthesis by learning a mapping between a given exemplar pair of images and applying
the mapping to novel images. Freeman et al. [ǌǈ] proposed a learning-based approach
to solve a range of low-level image processing problems (e.g., image super-resolution)
that relies on having a diČionary of correĝonding patches that is used to process a
given image.
Unfortunately, these approaches require correĝondence between the source and
target images (or patches), a fairly ﬆrong assumption that cannot always be satisėed, as
is the case in our work. Rosales et al. [ǐǌ] relaxed this assumption by framing the
problem as a large inference problem, where both the position and appearance of the
patches are inferred from a pair of images without correĝondence. While the results
look convincing for a variety of applications, the ĝeciėc problem of improving realism
in CG images was not addressed.
Ǌ.ǉ.Ǌ IŁĵĻĹ-ŉŃ-ĽŁĵĻĹ ŉŇĵłňĺĹŇ
Inﬆead of requiring correĝonding images (or patches) to learn a mapping, one can
take a global approach that transfers color or ﬆyle between images. Reinhard et al. [ǐǊ]
modiėed the color diﬆribution of an image to give it the appearance of another image.
ĉey showed results on both photographic and synthetic images. Alternatively, Pitié et
al. [ǏǑ] posed color transfer as a problem of eﬆimating a continuous N-dimensional
transfer funČion between two probability diﬆribution funČions and presented an
iterative non-linear algorithm. Bae et al. [ǐ] used a two-scale nonlinear decomposition
of an image to transfer ﬆyle between images. In their approach, hiﬆograms of each
layer were modiėed independently and then recombined to obtain the ėnal output
image. Tai et al. [ǉǈǈ] perform a probabiliﬆic segmentation and compute a Gaussian
mixture model to transfer colors from a source to a target image automatically. Finally,
Wen et al. [ǉǉǋ] demonﬆrated a ﬆroke-based interface for performing local color
transfer between images. In this syﬆem, the user provides the target image and
additional input in the form of ﬆroke pairs.
We build on and extend this line of work with several important diﬆinČions. Firﬆ,
the works discussed so far do not consider how the model images are chosen, and
inﬆead assume that the user provides them. We believe a syﬆem should be able to
obtain model images with a minimum of user assiﬆance. Given a large colleČion of
Ǐ
photographs, we ėnd images with similar global ﬆruČure (e.g., trees next to mountains
below a blue sky). Because the photographs are semantically and contextually similar
to the input image, we can ėnd correĝonding regions using cosegmentation, and thus
can more easily apply local transfer methods.
Ǌ.ǉ.ǋ EĸĽŉĽłĻ ŌĽŉļ ŀĵŇĻĹ ķŃŀŀĹķŉĽŃłň
Recently, several authors have demonﬆrated the use of large colleČions of images for
image editing operations. ĉe syﬆem of Hays and Efros [ǌǍ] uses a large colleČion of
images to complete missing information in a target image. ĉeir syﬆem retrieves a
number of images that are similar to the query image and uses them to complete a
user-ĝeciėed region. We take a diﬀerent approach by automatically identifying
matching regions, and, in the case of CGǊReal, by ﬆitching together regions from
multiple images. Liu et al. [ǎǏ] perform example-based image colorization using
images from the web that is robuﬆ to illumination diﬀerences. However their method
involves image regiﬆration between search results and input and requires exaČ scene
matches. Our approach inﬆead uses an image search based on image data, and our
transfers only assume similar content between the input and search results. Finally,
Sivic et al. [Ǒǌ] show a novel use of large image colleČions by retrieving and ﬆitching
together images that match a transformed version of the query real image. While not
related to image editing, this work provides a unique image-browsing experience.
In work based on annotated image datasets, Lalonde and Efros [ǎǈ] use image
regions drawn from the LabelMe database [ǐǏ] to populate the query image with new
objeČs. Johnson et al. [Ǎǋ] allow the user to create novel composite images by typing
in a few nouns at diﬀerent image locations. A similar syﬆem called SketchǊPhoto [ǊǊ]
takes sketches with text labels and synthesizes an image from the sketch. ĉese syﬆems
rely on image annotations to identify image regions and region correĝondences. ĉey
can produce decent results when replacing well-deėned objeČs, but are more diﬃcult
to use for replacing image regions that cannot be deėned by a simple search term. In
contraﬆ, our approach uses an image-based search descriptor with an automatic
cosegmentation algorithm for identifying local regions and inter-region
correĝondences.
ǐ
Ǌ.ǉ.ǌ NĵŉŊŇĵŀ ĽŁĵĻĹ ňŉĵŉĽňŉĽķň
Researchers have also ﬆudied the charaČeriﬆics of natural versus synthetic images,
with applications in digital forensics, image processing, and image synthesis. For
example, Lyu and Farid [ǎǑ] examine high-order image ﬆatiﬆics to diﬆinguish
between synthetic and natural images. Lalonde and Efros [ǍǑ] use color information
to prediČ if a composite image will look natural or not. Others have focused solely on
learning a model for the ﬆatiﬆics of natural images [ǐǍ, ǉǉǊ]. ĉese works suggeﬆ that
natural images have relatively consiﬆent ﬆatiﬆical properties and that these properties
can be used to diﬆinguish between synthetic and natural images. Based on this
observation, our color and tone transfer algorithms in CGǊReal work ﬆatiﬆically,
adjuﬆing color and gradient diﬆributions to match correĝonding diﬆributions from
real images.
Ǌ.ǉ.Ǎ EĸĽŉĽłĻ ĺĵķĹň
As people are oĜen the primary subjeČ maĨer in photos, face editing and replacement
in images has been a subjeČ of an extensive research. For example, the method by
Blanz et al. [ǉǋ] ėts a morphable model to faces in both the source and target images
and renders the source face with the parameters eﬆimated from the target image. ĉe
well-known photomontage [Ǌ] and inﬆant cloning syﬆems [ǋǎ] allow for replacing
faces in photographs using seamless blending [Ǐǎ]. Bitouk et al. [ǉǉ] describe a syﬆem
for automatic face swapping using a large database of faces. ĉey use this syﬆem to
conceal the identity of the face in the target image. Face images have been also used as
priors to enhance face aĨraČiveness using global face warping [ǎǋ] or to adjuﬆ tone,
sharpness, and lighting of faces [ǍǍ]. ĉe syﬆem of Sunkavalli et al. [ǑǑ] models the
texture, noise, contraﬆ and blur of the target face to improve the appearance of the
composite. More recently, Yang et al. [ǉǉǎ] use optical Ěow to replace face expressions
between two photographs. ĉe Ěow is derived from ǋDmorphable models that are ėt
to the source and target photos. It is not clear whether any of these methods could
achieve temporally coherent results when applied to a video sequence.
Ǒ
Ǌ.Ǌ VĽĸĹŃ
Ǌ.Ǌ.ǉ SĹĵŇķļ
Due to the proliferation of digital video, earch in video has been aČively inveﬆigated in
recent years. For example, in Video Google [Ǒǋ] the video is ėrﬆ indexed and then the
user can pick an objeČ/face and get pointers to other locations in the video with the
same objeČ. ĉis is suitable for well ﬆruČured objeČs (with many features) but is not
ideal for general scenes. ĉe addition of temporal information was later suggeﬆed by
[ǎǉ], but with an eye towards aČion recognition.
We, on the other hand, consider search in the context of browsing. Much exiﬆing
work on video browsing is limited to domain-ĝeciėc applications [ǉǈǉ] or focuses on
browsing ﬆatic keyframes extraČed aĜer explicit shot boundary deteČion [Ǐ, ǎǌ, Ǐǉ].
Our approach to multi-video browsing and summarization is broadly applicable to
many diﬀerent types of video, and we do not assume that the video is organized in
shots, nor do we aĨempt to deteČ shot boundaries.
Ǌ.Ǌ.Ǌ SŊŁŁĵŇĽŐĵŉĽŃł
ĉere are two prevailing approaches to video summarization: key-frame abﬆraČion
and video skimming. In key-frame abﬆraČion, the video is reduced to a colleČion of
key frames that capture the moﬆ “important” aĝeČ of the video. ĉis can be done, for
example, by deteČing shot boundaries and diĝlay one key frame per shot [ǊǏ].
DeMenthon et al. [ǋǈ] treat video as a curve in high dimensional ĝace, where every
frame is a point on that curve. ĉey seleČ key-frames correĝonding to points of
maximum curvature as a way to abﬆraČ the video. Aner and Kender [Ǎ] create a
mosaic of key-frames inﬆead of showing a series of key-frames.
Video skimming [ǑǏ] creates a single or multiple short video clips out of the original
video using multiple cues such as video, audio, and captions. Alternatively, one can
create a video synopsis [ǐǈ] that diĝlay multiple aČivities at the same time, even if
they occur at diﬀerent times in the original video. An alternative approach is to aid
browsing using adaptive faﬆ-forward [Ǌǋ, ǏǏ]. In this approach, the frame-rate of the
video is adaptively changed based on some reference frame. Other work uses explicit
shot boundary deteČion as a basis for generating user-controlled skimming
summaries [ǊǍ].
ǉǈ
As far as automatic highlight deteČion goes, there are already several commercial
produČs that oﬀer this feature. A leading approach in this ėeld is to extraČ visual and
possibly audio cues, and to apply an HMM to deteČĝorts highlights [ǉǉǈ] or unusual
events [ǉǊǈ]. Many of these exiﬆing summarization methods apply ﬆraightforwardly
to the multi-video case. However, as we will show, multi-video analysis with our
all-pairs alignment method reveals information about a colleČion that cannot be
extraČed from single-video methods alone.
Ǌ.Ǌ.ǋ AŀĽĻłŁĹłŉ
ĉere has also been some work on aligning two videos, both ĝatially and temporally,
by considering videos obtained by a pair of rigidly conneČed cameras [Ǌǉ]; this line of
work has applications in video editing, analysis, and super-resolution. ĉis was later
extended to the synchronization of two video sequences taken by two freely moving
cameras [ǉǈǋ], or of two videos of the same scene, taken at diﬀerent times [ǐǑ], or for
multi-sensor alignment or aČion alignment [ǉǈǌ]. Others have utilized pairwise video
alignment inĝired by methods in genomics for duplicate video deteČion [Ǌǈ]. ĉese
methods are concerned with two videos of the same scene, or two possible duplicates,
and do not consider the case of multiple videos of similar content that muﬆ be aligned.
HiddenMarkovModels (HMMs) have been used in video in a number of scenarios.
Xie et al. [ǉǉǍ] use a hierarchical HMM to learn the ﬆruČure of a single video
sequence. Cour et al. [Ǌǎ] learned a related graphical model to align a video to its text
transcription and parse it into sub parts. HMMs were also used intensively for
modeling human aČions and geﬆures (e.g., [ǉǐ, Ǐǌ, Ǒǐ]). In all these cases, a model is
ėrﬆ learned on the training examples, and then the inference score is computed on the
input videos. In our work we ėx the parameters of the HMM and apply only the
inference on two sequences, one as the observed and the other as the hidden variable,
to compute their alignment. ĉis usage is similar to Dynamic TimeWarping, oĜen
applied in ĝeech recognition [ǐǉ].
Ǌ.Ǌ.ǌ AłĵŀŏŉĽķň
ĉere has also been much work in video analytics on analysis, deteČion and retrieval in
large video colleČions. ĉe focus in this body of work is exempliėed by the TRECVID
Video Retrieval Evaluation program [Ǒǎ]. Our work diﬀers from the TRECVID
ǉǉ
program and from similar work in video analytics in that we do not assume a
pre-deėned set of topics to learn or search for. In faČ, we do not have a query video
per-se. Inﬆead, we assume that we are given a video colleČion and our goal is to aid the
user browse it quickly and eﬃciently.
Ǌ.Ǌ.Ǎ FĵķĹ RĹńŀĵķĹŁĹłŉ
Face replacement in images and video has been considered in a variety of scenarios,
including animation, expression transfer, and online privacy. However, the direČ
video-to-video face transfer presented in this paper has been relatively unexplored. We
brieĚy describe previous work on face replacement and compare these approaches to
our syﬆem.
RĹńŀĵķĹŁĹłŉ ŊňĽłĻ ǋD ŁŃĸĹŀň
ĉe traditional way to replace faces in video is to acquire a ǋD face model of the aČor,
to animate the face, and to relight, render, and composite the animated model into the
source footage. ĉe ǋD face model of the aČor can be captured using
marker-based [ǉǈ, ǌǌ, ǉǉǌ], ﬆruČured light [ǎǍ, Ǐǈ, ǉǉǉ, ǉǉǑ], or passive multi-view
ﬆereo approaches [Ǒ, ǉǏ, Ǎǌ]. Model-based face replacement can achieve remarkable
realism. Notable examples include the recreation of aČors forĉeMatrix
Reloaded [ǉǍ],ĉe Curious Case of Benjamin BuĨon [ǐǋ], and the Digital Emily
projeČ [ǋ]. However, these methods are expensive, and typically require complex
hardware and signiėcant user intervention to achieve a suﬃcient level of realism.
VĽĸĹŃ-ŉŃ-ŋĽĸĹŃ ŇĹńŀĵķĹŁĹłŉ
Purely image-based methods do not conﬆruČ a ǋDmodel of the aČor. Bregler et
al. [ǉǑ] and Ezzat et al. [ǋǍ] replace the mouth region in video to match phonemes of
novel audio input using a database of training images of the same aČor. Flagg et
al. [ǋǐ] use video-textures to synthesize plausible articulated body motion.
Kemelmacher-Shlizerman et al. [Ǎǎ] make use of image colleČions and videos of
celebrities available online and replace face photos in real-time based on expression
and pose similarity. However, none of these methods are able to synthesize the
subtleties of the facial performance of an aČor.
ǉǊ
Ǌ.Ǌ.ǎ MŃŇńļĵĶŀĹ ŁŃĸĹŀň
Closely related to our work are image-based face capture methods [ǉǊ, ǊǑ, ǋǋ, Ǐǐ, ǉǈǑ].
ĉese approaches build a morphable ǋD face model from source images without
markers or ĝecial face scanning equipment. We use the multilinear model by Vlasic at
al. [ǉǈǑ] that captures identity, expression, and visemes in the source and target videos.
Exiﬆing approaches use the eﬆimated model parameters to generate and drive a
detailed ǋD textured face mesh for a target identity, which can be seamlessly rendered
back into target footage. In general, these syﬆems assume the source aČor’s
performance, but not their face, is desired in the newly synthesized output video. In
contraﬆ, our approach blends the source aČor’s complete face and performance, with
all of its nuances intaČ, into the target.
Ǌ.Ǌ.Ǐ SŊŁŁĵŇŏ
ĉis chapter reviewed a variety of prior work related to images and video. We build on
prior work on images in Chapters ǌ and Ǎ, where we exploit large image colleČions to
improve reﬆoration and CG image editing. Related work on video serves as the
foundation for Chapters ǎ and Ǐ, which cover multi-video browsing, and face
replacement in video, reĝeČively. In the next chapter, we present our framework for
ėnding relevant content in a colleČion of images by means of image- and
region-matching, which provides the foundation for subsequent chapters.
ǉǋ
3
Image and RegionMatching
MŊķļ Ńĺ ŉļĽň ŌŃŇĿ–particulary Chapters ǌ, Ǎ, and ǎ–involves pairwise imagecomparisons as part of a search to ėnd semantically meaningful image matches
in a colleČion of images or frames of video. We augment this process of whole image
matching by also identifying regional correĝondences between images. ĉis seČion
details the components of our image and region matching framework, including the
image descriptor, image search, cosegmentation method, and image database used in
subsequent chapters.
ĉe contributions of this chapter include an improved image search tuned for
matching global image ﬆruČure and for robuﬆness to diﬀerences between real and CG
images, as well as an image cosegmentation algorithm that is both faﬆ and suﬃciently
accurate for color and tone transfer operations used in subsequent chapters.
ǋ.ǉ IŁĵĻĹ ĸĹňķŇĽńŉŃŇň ĵłĸ ňĹĵŇķļ
To performmultiple image comparisons, as we do later when searching a large image
database for matching images, or a sequence of frames from a colleČion of videos, we
ǉǌ
need an eﬃcient, yet descriptive, image representation. ĉe giﬆ scene descriptor [Ǐǋ]
is one choice of representation that has been used successfully for image matching
tasks [ǌǍ]. ĉe giﬆ descriptor uses hiﬆograms of Gabor ėlter reĝonses at a single
level. We used giﬆ in an early implementation of our syﬆem and were not fully satisėed
with the quality of image matching results (see Sec. ǋ.ǉ.ǉ for a comparison with giﬆ).
In a recent ﬆudy, Gabor-based descriptors, such as giﬆ, were out-performed by
SIFT-based descriptors for texture classiėcation [ǉǉǐ], juﬆifying our decision to use a
more detailed image representation.
Our representation is based on visual words, or quantized SIFT features [ǎǐ], and
the ĝatial pyramid matching scheme of Lazebnik et al. [ǎǊ]. ĉis approach has been
shown to perform well for semantic scene classiėcation. To build a descriptor robuﬆ to
variations in image quality and to diﬀerences between CG and real images, we use a
descriptor with signiėcant ĝatial resolution that favors global ﬆruČural alignment and
we use small visual word vocabularies to coarsely quantize appearance.
Speciėcally, we extraČ SIFT features over a regular grid. Each SIFT descriptor
describes a small image region by means of a ƨ ƨ grid of hiﬆograms of gradient
orientations. We quantize these SIFT features to precomputed vocabularies of ǉǈ and
Ǎǈ words. For the ĝatial pyramid, we use grid resolutions of ƥ ƥ, for the ǉǈ-word
vocabulary, and ƥ ƥ, Ʀ Ʀ, ƨ ƨ, and Ƭ Ƭ, for the Ǎǈ-word vocabulary, for a ėnal
pyramid descriptor with ǌǋǌǎ elements. ĉis representation has some redundancy,
since a visual word will occur multiple time across pyramid levels. ĉe weighting
schemeĝeciėed by the pyramid match kernel [ǌǋ] accounts for this; it also eﬀeČively
provides term-frequency (tf) weighting. Inverse document frequency (idf) weighting
is also applied to the pyramid descriptor.
In addition, we represent a rough ĝatial layout of color with an Ƭ Ƭ downsampled
version of the color image in, e.g., CIE L*a*b* ĝace (ǉǑǊ elements). Since the search is
part of an interaČive syﬆem, we use principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the
descriptor dimensionality to allow for an eﬃcient in-core search. We keep Ǐǈǈ
elements for the pyramid term and ǌǐ for the color term and LǊ-normalize each. ĉe
ėnal descriptor is the concatenation of the ĝatial pyramid and color terms, weighted
by α and (ƥ  α), reĝeČively, for α 2 [Ƥ; ƥ]. Similarity between two images is measured
by Euclidean diﬆance between their descriptors. We use a kd tree-based exaČ
neareﬆ-neighbor search, which requires about Ǌ seconds per query on a ǋ GHz
ǉǍ
(a) Input (b) Matches
Figure 3.1.1: (a) Input image and (b) top 25 search results in row-major order. Our
image representation eﬀectively discriminates beyond coarse scene classiﬁcation. Most
search results in (b) depict forest scenes at approximately the same scale as the input
image, but most notably, a large portion of the matches depict a tree-lined pathway
with the sun’s illumination partially occluded by foliage above.
dual-core machine. Fig. ǋ.ǉ.ǉ shows some example search results using this descriptor.
ǋ.ǉ.ǉ CŃŁńĵŇĽňŃł ŌĽŉļ GĽňŉ
While more complex than giﬆ [Ǐǋ], we ėnd that our descriptor consiﬆently returns
beĨer images for the same query image. To quantify the improvement in search results,
we conduČed a user ﬆudy where the users were asked to judge the top Ǌǈ search results
from each algorithm. We usedMechanical Turk for this task but with a diﬀerent
experimental setup.
We seleČed Ǎǈ CG images from our colleČion at random and performed queries on
the same image database using two diﬀerent descriptors: our ĝatial pyramid
descriptor and giﬆ. We hired ǉǈ workers per image for a total of ǉǈǈǈ tasks (Ǎǈ inputs
 ǉǈ workers per input Ǌ descriptors).
In a given task, we presented the user with a CG image and twenty image matches.
Users were inﬆruČed to “seleČ all images that were good matches to the query image.”
ĉere were additional inﬆruČions to clarify that a good match is an image that depiČs
a similar scene. Users reĝonded via checkboxes, and their reĝonses were not timed.
Here we consider a match “good” if ǋ or more users (out of ǉǈ) considered it so.
Across Ǎǈ images, at this ǋǈƻ acceptance threshold, the ĝatial pyramid descriptor
ǉǎ
returned an average of ǌ.ǎ good matches per image, while giﬆ returned ǉ.Ǐ good
matches per image.
ǋ.Ǌ CŃňĹĻŁĹłŉĵŉĽŃł
Global transfer operations between two images, such as color and tone transfer, are key
elements of the image reﬆoration and CG enhancement syﬆems in Chapters ǌ and Ǎ,
reĝeČively. Such transfers work beﬆ when the images have similarly-sized regions,
e.g., when there are similar amounts of sky, ground, or buildings. If the images have
diﬀerent regions, or if one image contains a large region that is not in the other image,
global transfers can fail. Similar to Tai et al. [ǉǈǈ], we ėnd that segmenting the images
and identifying regional correĝondences before color transfer greatly improves the
quality and robuﬆness of the results. But in contraﬆ to their work, we use
cosegmentation–a process that segments and matches regions in a single ﬆep. ĉis
approach is beĨer than segmenting each image independently and matching regions
aĜer the faČ because the content of all images is taken into account during
cosegmentation and matching regions are automatically produced as a byproduČ [ǐǎ].
ĉe cosegmentation approach of Rother et al. [ǐǎ] uses an NP-hard energy funČion
with terms to encode both ĝatial coherency and appearance hiﬆograms. To optimize
it, they present a novel scheme that they call truﬆ-region graph cuts. It uses an
approximate minimization technique to obtain an initial eﬆimate and then reėnes the
eﬆimate in the dual ĝace to the original problem.
While our goal is similar to that of Rother et al., we use a simple approach based on
the mean-shiĜ framework [ǌǉ]. We deėne a feature veČor at every pixel p that is the
concatenation of the pixel color in L*a*b* ĝace, the normalized x and y coordinates at
p, and a binary indicator veČor (iƤ; : : : ; ik) such that ij is ǉ when pixel p is in the jth
image and ǈ otherwise. Note that the problem of segmenting a set of related images is
diﬀerent from the problem of segmenting videoãthere is no notion of diﬆance across
the image index dimension as there is in a video ﬆream (i.e., there is no time
dimension). ĉus, the ėnal components of the feature veČor only diﬀerentiate between
pixels that come from the same image versus those that come from diﬀerent images.
ĉe diﬆance between feature veČors at pixels pƥ and pƦ in images Ij and Ik is a
ǉǏ
weighted Euclidean diﬆance:
d(pƥ; Ij; pƦ; Ik)
Ʀ = σƦcdc(Ij(pƥ); Ik(pƦ))
Ʀ
+ σƦsds(pƥ; pƦ)
Ʀ + σƦbδ(j  k); (ǋ.ǉ)
where dc(Ij(pƥ); Ik(pƦ)) is the L*a*b* color diﬆance between pixel pƥ in image Ij and
pixel pƦ in image Ik and ds(pƥ; pƦ) is the ĝatial diﬆance between pixels pƥ and pƦ. ĉe
delta funČion encodes the diﬆance between the binary components of the feature
veČor.
ĉe scalars σc, σs and σb in Eqn. ǋ.ǉ serve as weights to balance the color, ĝatial, and
binary index components. ĉe default values are σc = Ƥ:ƨ, σs = Ƥ:Ʃ and σb = Ƥ:ƥ, and
we ėnd that the weights and the mean-shiĜ bandwidth parameter do not need to be
adjuﬆed for individual image sets to achieve the types of segmentations that are useful
to our color and tone transfer algorithms.
A disadvantage of mean-shiĜ is that it can be coﬆly to compute at every pixel of an
image without using ĝeciėc assumptions about feature veČors or kernel [ǏǍ]. Since
we are aĜer coarse regional correĝondences, we reduce the size of the image by a
faČor of ǐ along each dimension and use a ﬆandard mean-shiĜ algorithm with the
feature veČors described above. We then upsample the cosegmentation maps to full
resolution using joint bilateral upsampling [ǍǏ].
In Fig. ǋ.Ǌ.ǉ, we show three cosegmentation results, each with three images (one
CG, two real). In the ėrﬆ two cases, the algorithm segments the images into sky and
non-sky. In the laﬆ case, the images are segmented into three regions: ground, sky, and
water. In all cases, the segment correĝondences are correČ, and although our color
and tone transfer algorithms are robuﬆ to it, the images have not been over-segmented.
ǋ.ǋ IŁĵĻĹ ĸĵŉĵĶĵňĹ
Both our reﬆoration and CGǊReal syﬆems leverage a database, or subset thereof, of ǌ.Ǎ
million natural images crawled from the photo-sharing site Flickr using keywords
related to outdoor scenes, such as ‘beach’, ‘foreﬆ’, ‘city’, etc. Each image, originally of
Flickr’s large size with a maximum dimension of ǉǈǊǌ pixels, was downsampled to
approximately ǏǍƻ its original size and ﬆored in PNG format (Ǌǌ-bit color) to
ǉǐ
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Figure 3.2.1: Results from our cosegmentation algorithm for CG and real images.
In each row, the CG image is shown on the left and two real image matches, on the
right. Note that in all cases, segment correspondences are correct, and the images are
not over-segmented.
ǉǑ
minimize the impaČ of lossy compression artifaČs from the original JPEG format used
on Flickr.
We chose to focus on outdoor scenes for several reasons. In general, we have found
that the performance of the search improves with larger database sizes. By reducing the
scope of the class of input images and generating a targeted database for that class, we
can simulate the eﬀeČ of a much larger database on a set of generic inputs.
Additionally, from preliminary results using a generic database of both indoor and
outdoor scenes, the variation across search results for indoor scenesãe.g., in regular
ﬆruČure, complex lighting, and foreground objeČsãwas found to be far more
perceptible than for outdoor scenes. ĉis observation suggeﬆs that indoor scenes
would require a signiėcantly larger database to yield equivalent results. Considering
these issues, we chose to focus ĝeciėcally on outdoor scenes for our evaluation.
ǋ.ǋ.ǉ SŊŁŁĵŇŏ
ĉis chapter presents our framework for image- and region- matching, including an
image search tuned for matching global image ﬆruČure, and an eﬃcient
cosegementation algorithm for identifying correĝondences among image regions. ĉe
following two chapters take advantage of our image- and region-matching framework.
Chapter ǌ shows how image and region matches can be used to correČ artifaČs in
natural images, and Chapter Ǎ, how they can be used to enhance the realism of
computer-generated images.
Ǌǈ
4
Image Reﬆoration using Online Photo
ColleČions
WļĽŀĹ ĵĸŋĵłķĹň Ľł ĸĽĻĽŉĵŀ ńļŃŉŃĻŇĵńļŏ have made it easier for everyoneto take piČures, it is ﬆill diﬃcult to capture high-quality photographs in some
seĨings. A skilled photographer knows when to truﬆ a camera’s automatic
mechanisms, such as white balance and exposure metering, but an average user
typically leaves the camera in fully automatic mode and accepts whatever piČure the
camera chooses to take. As a result, people oĜen have many images with defeČs such
as color imbalance, poor exposure, or low contraﬆ (Fig. ǌ.ǈ.ǉ). Image reﬆoration
operations can lessen these artifaČs, but automatically applying these operations can
be challenging.
ĉe primary diﬃculty in automatic reﬆorations is determining the appropriate
parameters for a ĝeciėc image. Typically, the problem is only loosely conﬆrained, i.e.,
the parameters can be set to a wide range of values. Many approaches rely on simple
heuriﬆics to conﬆrain the parameters, but these heuriﬆics can fail on many images.
Ǌǉ
(a) Color imbalance (b) Under-exposure (c) Poor contraﬆ
Figure 4.0.1: Common image artifacts caused by improper camera settings.
Recent work has taken the approach of using image-derived priors that are applicable
to a large number of images, and while these methods are promising, at times their
success is limited by their generality.
In this work, we explore a new approach for image reﬆoration. Inﬆead of using
general priors, we develop conﬆraints that are tuned to the ĝeciėc “context” of an
image and inveﬆigate whether a small set of “semantically” similar images seleČed
from a larger image database can provide a ﬆronger, more meaningful set of priors for
image reﬆoration.
With our approach, results from a visual search over the image database provide a
visual context for the input imageãthat is, a set of images that are similar to the input
image in terms of the diﬆance between their representation in some descriptor ĝace.
We demonﬆrate the utility of a visual context with novel algorithms for white balance
correČion, exposure correČion, and contraﬆ enhancement. While we have focused on
three reﬆorations, our underlying approach is broadly applicable and can generalize to
a large class of problems.
We provide a thorough evaluation of the utility of context-ĝeciėc priors through
several quantitative experiments that compare our approach to exiﬆing techniques.
Our fully automatic methods demonﬆrate that a good context-ĝeciėc prior can be
used to reﬆore images with more accuracy than a generic or domain-ĝeciėc prior.
ǌ.ǉ OŋĹŇŋĽĹŌ
Given an input image, our image reﬆoration algorithm eﬆimates global correČions to
remove deėciencies in the image. Fundamental to our approach is the assumption that
ǊǊ
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Figure 4.0.2: Given an input image, we query a large collection of photographs to
retrieve the k most similar images. The k images deﬁne the visual context for the
input image. The visual context provides a prior on colors for local color transfer.
The input and color-matched images are used to estimate a global restoration that is
applied to the input image to yield the ﬁnal result.
global operations can correČ the input image. While this assumption does not apply to
every image, there are many images where global correČions are reasonable. For
example, moﬆ cameras have modes to automatically set the white balance and
exposure, but these modes can make miﬆakes leading to color caﬆs or poorly exposed
images. Our syﬆem can go beyond the algorithms built into cameras by leveraging a
large database of images to determine context-ĝeciėc global correČions for a given
image.
Figure ǌ.ǈ.Ǌ shows an overview of our image reﬆoration syﬆem. Firﬆ, we query an
image database to retrieve the k closeﬆmatches to the input image using a visual search
that is designed to be robuﬆ to the expeČed diﬆortions in the input. ĉe results from
the search deėne the visual context for the input.
To take advantage of the visual context, the input image and search results are
segmented using a cosegmentation algorithm. ĉis ﬆep both segments the images and
identiėes regional correĝondences. Within each region, we transfer colors from the
matching segments to the input image. From the color-matched input image, we
eﬆimate parameters of a global reﬆoration funČion to remove the diﬆortion in the
input. We consider white balance, contraﬆ enhancement, and exposure correČion,
though our approach could be applied to other reﬆorations. In the seČions that follow,
we describe the details of each of these components.
Ǌǋ
ǌ.Ǌ VĽňŊĵŀ CŃłŉĹŎŉ
At the coarseﬆ level, the visual context for an image should capture the scene class of
the image. For example, if the input image is a landscape, the visual context should
deėne properties that are indicative of landscapes, perhaps grass in the foreground,
mountains in the background, and sky at the top of the image. Ideally, the visual
context will be even more ĝeciėc, capturing scene ﬆruČure at approximately the same
scale; i.e., similar objeČs and objeČ arrangements within the scene. ĉe representation
should also be tolerant to small changes in scale and changes in illumination. To
achieve these goals, we use the visual search discussed in Secs. ǋ.ǉ that includes
appearance and ĝatial information at multiple granularities.
For image reﬆoration, we would like the search to be robuﬆ to the artifaČs that we
are trying to correČ. For example, if the input image has a faded appearance due to
poor contraﬆ, the image descriptor should not be sensitive to this diﬆortion and the
search results should be similar, provided the diﬆortion is within a reasonable range.
Combining color and gradient information helps to achieve this goal. In particular,
SIFT will be near-invariant to the linear transforms for white balance and exposure
changes, and, we’ve found, suﬃciently robuﬆ to non-linear gamma transforms within a
reasonable range.
As in Chap. Ǎ, we use a color term that is an Ƭ Ƭ downsampled version of the color
image. L*a*b* is not robuﬆ to these diﬆortions, however. Search results for images
under diﬀerent white balance seĨings will obviously be diﬀerent. Even for example
using the a*,b* channels alone for exposure did not work, since these channels aren’t
completely decorrelated from luminance. Inﬆead, we simply mean- and
variance-normalize log-RGB values and downsample. ĉis transforms RGB values into
a representation that is invariant to uniform- and non-uniform scaling (exposure and
white balance) as well as exponentiation (gamma). We found that this color
representation out-performed the ĝatial pyramid descriptor alone as well as in
combination with L*a*b*; this is discussed further in Sec. ǌ.ǌ. We weight the pyramid
descriptor and diﬆribution-normalized log-RGB descriptor by β and ƥ  β,
reĝeČively, for parameter β 2 [Ƥ; ƥ]. We found a relative weight of β = Ƥ:ƫƩ to
consiﬆently produce good results, and this is used for all results shown in this chapter.
Ǌǌ
ǌ.Ǌ.ǉ LŃķĵŀ ķŃŀŃŇ ŉŇĵłňĺĹŇ
Once we have the visual context, we can take advantage of scene-ĝeciėc properties to
help reﬆore the input image. While there are many ways these properties could be
exploited, we show that a simple approach based on color transfer yields compelling
results for our three reﬆorations. ĉe core assumption is that the colors of the input are
degraded in some way, but the colors of the visual context, when considered across the
entire match set, are appropriate for this scene type and can be used to remove the
degradation of the input. ĉe simpleﬆ approach of using global color transfer
techniques, as in Pitié et al. [ǏǑ], works reasonably well, but we notice a diﬆinČ
improvement by using local color transfer based on cosegmentation.
Cosegmentation, as discussed in Sec. ǋ.Ǌ, solves two problems simultaneously: it
segments the images and identiėes regional correĝondences between images. Once
we have segmented the input and visual context into regions, we perform color transfer
within each region to reﬆore their approximate local color diﬆributions.
ǌ.ǋ IŁĵĻĹ RĹňŉŃŇĵŉĽŃłň
We consider three global reﬆorations: white balance, exposure correČion, and contraﬆ
enhancement. All three reﬆorations optimize the same mathematical model, and since
we only consider global operations, we can ĝecify them as pointwise funČions on
individual pixels. Let I be the input image and Ic be the color-matched input (i.e., the
image aĜer local color transfer using the visual context). ĉe reﬆored image Ir at
pixel p is given by
Ir(p) = R(I(p); θ) ; (ǌ.ǉ)
θ = argminE(θ; Ic; I) (ǌ.Ǌ)
where R is an image reﬆoration funČion and θ is the set of parameters for R that
minimizes an error funČion between the input image I and the color-matched image Ic.
WļĽŉĹ ĶĵŀĵłķĹ
For white balance, we model the reﬆoration as a Ƨ Ƨ diagonal transform. Let Ir, Ig,
and Ib be the RGB values at pixel p for the input. ĉe white balance reﬆoration is
ǊǍ
deėned in terms of three parameters θ =

αr αg αb

:
R(I(p); θ) =
0B@ αr Ƥ ƤƤ αg Ƥ
Ƥ Ƥ αb
1CA
0B@ Ir(p)Ig(p)
Ib(p)
1CA : (ǌ.ǋ)
ĉe error funČion for white balance is the squared error over all pixels between the
color-matched image Ic and the reﬆored input I:
E(θ; Ic; I) =
X
p
kIc(p)  R(I(p); θ)kƦ : (ǌ.ǌ)
ĉe error funČion has an analytic minimum. For channel k of the image, the scalar αk
that minimizes the error funČion is:
αk =
P
p2k I(p)Ic(p)P
p2k I(p)Ʀ
(ǌ.Ǎ)
where p 2 k denotes all pixels in channel k of the image.
EŎńŃňŊŇĹ ķŃŇŇĹķŉĽŃł
Overall scene brightness, or key, is commonly computed as the log-average luminance
of the image [ǉǈǊ]. For image I, the key is given as
K(L) = exp
0@ ƥ
N
X
p
log(L(p) + δ)
1A ; (ǌ.ǎ)
where L is the luminance image computed from I,N is the number of pixels in the
image, and δ is added to handle zero-valued pixels in L.
If an image is captured with an incorreČ exposure, it can be approximately adjuﬆed
as a poﬆ-process by scaling the image by a faČor α=K(L), where α is the target key.
ĉerefore, the reﬆoration funČion for exposure is simply scaling the image:
R(I(p); α) = αI(p) ; (ǌ.Ǐ)
where the reﬆoration parameter is a scalar α.
Ǌǎ
ĉe parameter α can be eﬆimated by minimizing a funČion that is similar to the
error funČion for white balance, except the unknown scale faČor applies across all
three color channels:
E(α; Ic; I) =
X
p
kIc(p)  R(I(p); α)kƦ : (ǌ.ǐ)
ĉe optimal α is:
α =
P
p I(p)Ic(p)P
p I(p)Ʀ
; (ǌ.Ǒ)
where the summation is across all pixels in all color channels.
CŃłŉŇĵňŉ ĹłļĵłķĹŁĹłŉ
Wemodel the reﬆoration funČion for contraﬆ as a gamma correČion. In this case, the
parameter of the reﬆoration funČion is a scalar γ:
R(I(p); γ) = I(p)γ : (ǌ.ǉǈ)
ĉe appropriate gamma is eﬆimated from the color-matched image by solving a
leaﬆ-squares problem on log images:
E(θ; Ic; I) =
X
p
ωpk log Ic(p)  logR(I(p); θ)kƦ ; (ǌ.ǉǉ)
where ωp is a weight to prevent pixels with large magnitudes in log ĝace
(correĝonding to small intensities) from skewing the result. We ėnd that seĨing ωp to
the squared (normalized) intensity I(p) works well in praČice. As with white balance,
the resulting error funČion has an analytic minimum:
γ =
P
p ωp(log Ic(p))(log I(p))P
p ωp(log I(p))Ʀ
(ǌ.ǉǊ)
ǌ.ǌ RĹňŊŀŉň ĵłĸ DĽňķŊňňĽŃł
We perform our evaluation using a random ǉ million image subset of the Flickr
database discussed in Sec. ǋ.ǋ. From the database, we seleČed a set of ǉǈǈ relatively
ǊǏ
Figure 4.4.1: The set of inputs used in the synthetic tests that cover a variety of
diﬀerent outdoor scenes.
artifaČ-free teﬆ inputs such that the various types of outdoor scenes found in the
database were well-represented (see Fig. ǌ.ǌ.ǉ).
We follow the same teﬆing methodology for all three reﬆorations: we apply a
diﬆortion to the input to approximate a real image artifaČ and aĨempt to remove the
diﬆortion using our syﬆem. In all teﬆs, we query the database using the diﬆorted
input image and retrieve the visual context from the database using a leave-one-out
ﬆrategy; i.e., we disregard a given input when it is recovered in its own visual context.
We apply our reﬆoration method to the diﬆorted input and eﬆimate the parameter or
parameters of the diﬆortion. To evaluate our performance, we compare the eﬆimated
and aČual diﬆortion parameters. We also apply an alternative reference algorithm
based on a generic prior to the diﬆorted input for comparison.
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Figure 4.4.2: Comparison with other methods. Each plot shows average error across
100 test images for 10 distortions. While the visual context approach produces less
error over a the majority of each distortion range, generic priors excel for large white
balance (a) and contrast (c) distortions. In (b), the diﬀerence between the black and
blue curves illustrates the impact of quantization on our method for large positive
exposure distortions.
ǌ.ǌ.ǉ WļĽŉĹ ĶĵŀĵłķĹ
For white balance, we diﬆort our input images using the following diﬆortion model:
D(I(p); t) =
0B@ ƥ+
t
Ʀ Ƥ Ƥ
Ƥ ƥ Ƥ
Ƥ Ƥ ƥ  tƦ
1CA
0B@ Ir(p)Ig(p)
Ib(p)
1CA : (ǌ.ǉǋ)
ĉis diﬆortion model changes the balance of the red and blue channels relative to the
green channel without changing the luminance of the image. ĉe parameter t varies
between ǈ and ǉ.
ĉe white balance diﬆortion and reﬆoration involves three parameters–the scalars
on the individual color channels. To measure the error between the aČual and
eﬆimated parameters, we compute the angle between these parameter sets, normalized
to be unit length veČors.
For white balance teﬆs, we compared againﬆ GrayWorld, Gray Edge, Max-RGB,
and Shades-of-Gray methods [ǉǈǎ]. Although GrayWorld is perhaps the moﬆ
well-known generic prior for white balance, we found that Gray Edge performed
consiﬆently beĨer than the other methods.
In Fig. ǌ.ǌ.Ǌa, we show our results on white balance reﬆoration compared to both
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Figure 4.4.3: Results for white balance for diﬀerent color representations. The
L*a*b* curve continues to grow across the distortion range, with an average error
of 13.1 degrees for the largest distortion.
GrayWorld and Gray Edge. On the horizontal axis we show the diﬆortion induced by
the diﬆortion model, Eqn. ǌ.ǉǋ, and on the vertical axis, the error in the eﬆimated
diﬆortion. Each data point is the mean over ǉǈǈ images, with error bars showing
ﬆandard error. For all diﬆortions, we outperform the GrayWorld assumption. For
small diﬆortions, we outperform Gray Edge, though Gray Edge is beĨer for large
diﬆortions.
We also compare white balance results for diﬀerent color representations used in the
visual search. Fig. ǌ.ǌ.ǋ shows results based on search results using our normalized
log-RGB color term, an L*a*b* color term, and no color term. Using an L*a*b* color
descriptor produces search results with color similar to the diﬆorted input, leading to
signiėcantly more error than when using no color term at all. However the mean- and
variance-normalized log-RGB color descriptor improves results signiėcantly across the
entire range of diﬆortions.
ǌ.ǌ.Ǌ EŎńŃňŊŇĹ
ĉe exposure diﬆortion is a scaling of all three channels in an image by a conﬆant
faČor:
D(I(p); t) = tI(p) : (ǌ.ǉǌ)
We vary the parameter t in fraČional powers of two, from Ʀ ƥ to Ʀƥ.
To measure error between the eﬆimated and aČual parameters, we compute the
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Figure 4.4.4: Comparison between local and global approaches. (a) Local white bal-
ance shows improvement over all but the smallest distortions. Cosegmentation pro-
vides less beneﬁt for (b) exposure and (c) contrast correction.
diﬆance between the parameters in log ĝace and raise this to the power Ʀ, i.e.:
e(αƥ; αƦ) = Ʀj logƦ x logƦ yj : (ǌ.ǉǍ)
ĉis error measure is the same as the computing the ratio max(x; y)=min(x; y).
For exposure teﬆs, we compare againﬆ using a conﬆant-key assumption. A key of
α = Ƥ:ƥƬ is a common generic target. Our Flickr database of outdoor scenes is, on
average, brighter, juﬆifying a target key of α = Ƥ:ƧƩ.
In Fig. ǌ.ǌ.Ǌb, we compare our reﬆoration technique for exposure to the
conﬆant-key assumption. On the horizontal axis is the logarithmic amount of scaling
(similar to exposure ﬆops) applied to the image, i.e., scaling from Ʀ ƥ to Ʀƥ. On the
vertical axis is error measured according to Eqn. ǌ.ǉǍ. For ﬆops below ƦƤ:Ʃ  ƥ:ƨ, we
outperform the conﬆant-key assumption.
For ﬆops above ƦƤ:Ʃ, our diﬆortion technique of clipping and quantizing the image
aﬀeČs our performance. Intuitively, for the extreme case of scaling by Ǌ, all values
above ƥƦƬ in an ǐ-bit image will become saturated by this diﬆortion. ĉe saturation
aﬀeČs both the image search and cosegmentation. Without clipping and quantization,
our performance is beĨer than the conﬆant-key assumption, even for large diﬆortions.
While this doesn’t reĚeČ performance on common JPEG-compressed ǐ-bit images, it
is a reasonable simulation for higher-precision formats. It is becoming increasingly
popular for non-professionals to work inĆW.
ǋǉ
Figure 4.4.5: White balance results on real inputs. The top row shows the input,
the middle, the reference result (Gray Edge), and the bottom, results with the visual
context.
ǌ.ǌ.ǋ CŃłŉŇĵňŉ
To diﬆort contraﬆ, we apply a gamma to the image:
D(I(p); t) = I(p)t ; (ǌ.ǉǎ)
where the parameter t varies between Ƥ:Ʃ and Ʀ. Here, we compare againﬆ the blind
inverse gamma correČion method of Farid Ǌǈǈǉ [ǋǏ]. ĉis algorithmmeasures
higher-order correlations in the frequency domain to eﬆimate the gamma nonlinearity.
We allow the algorithm to search over our range of diﬆortions to eﬆimate gamma.
Comparison results for contraﬆ are shown in Fig. ǌ.ǌ.Ǌc. For small γ values, we do
signiėcantly beĨer in recovery, and we are comparable for larger values.
Finally, in addition to experimental results using synthetically diﬆorted input
images, we show examples on real input data for all three reﬆorations. Figs. ǌ.ǌ.Ǎ, ǌ.ǌ.ǎ,
and ǌ.ǌ.Ǐ show natural input images suﬀering from artifaČs, along with results from
ǋǊ
Figure 4.4.6: Exposure results on real inputs. The top row shows the input, the mid-
dle, the reference result (constant key, α = Ƥ:ƧƩ), and the bottom, results with the
visual context.
Figure 4.4.7: Contrast results on real inputs. The top row shows the input, the mid-
dle, the reference result (blind correction [37]), and the bottom, results with the vi-
sual context.
ǋǋ
(a) Input (b) Result for (a) (c) Input/Output (d) Search results for (c)
Figure 4.4.8: Typical failure cases for white balance. Images on the left show the in-
put in the upper left and result after correction in the lower right and images on the
right, matches from the database. In (a,b), the method fails when the search returns
poor matches. (c) and (d) illustrates the ambiguity in white balance correction; illus-
trate the general tendency of our approach towards generating neutral results. (c,d)
shows a failure case due to poor search results.
our reﬆoration algorithms and competing solutions.
ǌ.ǌ.ǌ DĵŉĵĶĵňĹ ňĽŐĹ
Database size and coverage can subﬆantially aﬀeČ the ėnal reﬆoration result. For an
input image with unique features not represented in its visual context, our reﬆoration
algorithms will reduce or eliminate these features while correČing the remainder of the
image. ĉe degree to which this occurs is, in general, a property of the database and
will naturally diminish with increasing database size and coverage.
ĉis same issue manifeﬆs itself moﬆ apparently when the database search fails to
ėnd good, semantically-relevant matches. When this happens, the results from the
image reﬆoration algorithms suﬀer as well. ĉe likelihood of this sort of failure will
likewise decrease with a larger database (see Fig. ǌ.ǌ.ǐ).
However, the degree to which increasingly large databases can improve results for
database-driven approaches such as ours is oĜen unclear. Fig. ǌ.ǌ.Ǒ shows average error
for diﬀerent database sizes for white balance, contraﬆ, and exposure. Signiėcant
improvement in results for white balance only occurs between ǉǈǈK and ǉM images,
suggeﬆing that an even larger database could improve the results. However for
exposure and contraﬆ, these results indicate that a relatively small ǉǈK image database
ǋǌ
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Figure 4.4.9: Performance across database size. We average errors across all ƥƤƤ 
ƥƤ trials, for each database size. Moderately sized databases perform comparably to
the full 1M image database for single-parameter estimation in (b) exposure and (c)
contrast correction, while the 1M image database shows a signiﬁcant improvement
over smaller databases for (a) white balance correction.
is suﬃcient to obtain results comparable with the larger ǉM image database. While
there are many diﬀerent aĝeČs to the pipeline, this is likely due to the simple
diﬀerence between eﬆimating three parameters versus one.
ǌ.ǌ.Ǎ SŊŁŁĵŇŏ
ĉis chapter presented a novel method for automatic image reﬆoration that uses an
image-ĝeciėc prior derived from images of similar scenes to determine the beﬆ
reﬆoration parameters. In the next chapter, we take a similar approach to the task of
enhancing realism in computer generated images. ĉis syﬆem also makes use of a large
colleČion of natural images, and we adapt the global transfers discussed here and in
Chapter ǋ to local transfers of color, tone, and texture.
ǋǍ
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CGǊReal: Improving the Realism of Computer
Generated Images using a Large ColleČion of
Photographs
TļĹ ĺĽĹŀĸ Ńĺ ĽŁĵĻĹ ňŏłŉļĹňĽň has matured to the point where photo-realiﬆiccomputer-generated (CG) images can be produced with commercially available
soĜware packages (e.g., RenderMan and POV-Ray). However, reproducing the details
and quality of a natural image requires a considerable amount of time by a skilled artiﬆ.
Even with large budgets and many man-hours of work, it is sometimes surprisingly easy
to diﬆinguish CG images from photographs.
CG images diﬀer from photographs in three major ways. Firﬆ, color diﬆributions of
CG images are oĜen overly saturated and exaggerated. Second, multi-scale image
ﬆatiﬆics, such as hiﬆograms of ėlter outputs at diﬀerent scales, rarely match the
ﬆatiﬆics of photographs. Finally, CG images oĜen lack details (e.g., high frequencies,
texture, and noise) and consequently look look too priﬆine.
To improve realism in computer graphics, rather than introduce more detailed
ǋǎ
Figure 5.0.1: Given an input CG image (left), our system ﬁnds the most similar pho-
tographs (not shown) to the input image. Next, the system identiﬁes similar regions
between the CG image and photographs, transfers these regions into the CG image
(center), and uses seamless compositing to blend the regions. Finally, it transfers lo-
cal color and gradient statistics from the photographs to the input image to create a
color and tone adjusted image (right).
geometric models and complex textures, this work proposes a new rendering pipeline
that leverages a large colleČion of photographs. Large image colleČions can be readily
acquired from photo-sharing sites, such as Flickr, and such colleČions have been the
basis for data-driven methods for improving photographs [ǌǍ]. ĉis work
demonﬆrates that large image colleČions can be used in the context of computer
graphics to synthesize realiﬆic imagery without the need for complex models.
CGǊReal takes a CG image, retrieves and aligns a small number of similar
photographs from a database, and transfers the color, tone, and texture from the real
images to the CG image. A key ingredient in the syﬆem is a mean-shiĜ cosegmentation
algorithm, described in Chapter ǋ, that matches regions in the CG image with regions
in the real images. AĜer cosegmentation, we transfer real-image textures to the CG
image and perform local color and tone transfers between image regions. Local
transfers oﬀer an improvement in quality over global transfers based on hiﬆogram
matching. Color and tone transfers are completely automatic, and texture transfer can
be controlled by adjuﬆing a few parameters. In addition, all operations are reasonably
faﬆ: an average computer can run the cosegmentation and all three transfer operations
in less than ǉǍ seconds for a ƪƤƤ ƨƤƤ pixel image.
CGǊReal is useful in a variety of artiﬆic scenarios. In its current form, the syﬆem
can synthesize natural scenes using a database of outdoor images. ĉe CG image is
used as a template that gets ėlled in with realiﬆic textures. ĉe user can also choose to
preserve ﬆruČures in the CG image. For example, a user working on a ǋDmodel may
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Figure 5.0.2: An overview of our system. We start by querying a large collection
of photographs to retrieve the most similar images. The user selects the k closest
matches and the images, both real and CG, are cosegmented to identify similar re-
gions. Finally, local style transfer algorithms use the real images to upgrade the color,
tone, and/or texture of the CG image.
wish to render it with a photorealiﬆic background. ĉis problem occurs in
architeČural modeling where an architeČ has a detailed model for a house but not for
the surroundings. In this scenario, CGǊReal can be conėgured to preserve the
rendered model and synthesize a background using real image textures (e.g., grass,
trees, and sky). CGǊReal allows a user to control the amount of image content to be
replaced by real textures, enabling artiﬆs to create hybrid images and enabling
researchers to ﬆudy the cues important to the perception of realism.
ĉe primary contribution of this chapter is a novel data-driven approach for
rendering realiﬆic imagery based on a CG input. Within this syﬆem, our methods for
local transfer of color, tone, and texture that take advantage of region correĝondences
also further the ﬆate of the art. As a ėnal contribution, we describe several user ﬆudies
that demonﬆrate that our hybrid images appear more realiﬆic than the originals,
providing insight into the cues that people use to diﬆinguish CG from real.
Ǎ.ǉ IŁĵĻĹ ĵłĸ RĹĻĽŃłMĵŉķļĽłĻ
Fig. Ǎ.ǈ.Ǌ shows an overview of our syﬆem. Firﬆ, we retrieve theN closeﬆ real images
to the query CG image. ĉeN images are shown to the user, who seleČs the kmoﬆ
relevant images; typically,N = ƧƤ and k = Ʃ. Next, we perform a cosegmentation of
the k real images with the CG image to identify similar image regions. Once the images
are segmented, the user chooses among three diﬀerent types of transfer from the real
ǋǐ
images to the CG image: texture, color and tone. We ėnd that all three types of ﬆyle
transfer can improve the realism of low-quality CG images.
Our syﬆem leverages the image database discussed in Sec. ǋ.ǋ, which contains ǌ.Ǎ
million natural images crawled from the photo-sharing site Flickr that depiČ a variety
of outdoor scenes. We use the same image descriptor and search methodology
discussed in Sec. ǋ.ǉ. ĉis image descriptor combines texture cues, from a ĝatial
pyramid term, with color cues from the color descriptor, according to the scalar weight
α, as discussed in Chapter ǋ.
For low quality CG images, texture is only a weak cue, so smaller α values achieve a
beĨer balance of color versus texture cues. We found that presenting the user with ǉǍ
results obtained with α = Ƥ:ƦƩ and ǉǍ with α = Ƥ:ƫƩ yielded a good balance between
the quality of matches, robuﬆness to diﬀerences in ėdelity of CG inputs, and time
ĝent by the user during seleČion. We use a kd tree-based exaČ neareﬆ-neighbor
search, which requires about Ǌ seconds per query on a ǋ GHz dual-core machine.
Cosegmentation simultaneously segments the input CG image and relevant
matches and computes correĝondences between matching regions across the images.
ĉis improves the quality of subsequent transfer operations by accounting for
diﬀerences in size of image regions across the image set. Details of our approach to
cosegmentation are in Sec. ǋ.Ǌ.
Ǎ.Ǌ LŃķĵŀ SŉŏŀĹ TŇĵłňĺĹŇ OńĹŇĵŉŃŇň
AĜer cosegmentation, we apply local ﬆyle transfer operations for color, tone and
texture.
Ǎ.Ǌ.ǉ LŃķĵŀ CŃŀŃŇ TŇĵłňĺĹŇ
ĉe simpleﬆ ﬆyle transfer is color transfer, where colors of the real images are
transferred to the CG image by transferring the ﬆatiﬆics of a multi-dimensional
hiﬆogram. ĉis method was shown to work quite well for color transfer between real
images, but it oĜen fails when applied to CG images. ĉe main diﬃculty is that the
color hiﬆogram of CG images is typically diﬀerent from the hiﬆogram of real
imagesãit is much more ĝarse (fewer colors are used). ĉeĝarsity and simplicity of
the color diﬆributions can lead to inﬆability during global transfer where colors are
ǋǑ
(a) CG inputs (b) Color model
(c) Global hiﬆogrammatching (d) Local color transfer
Figure 5.2.1: Transferring image color using cosegmentation. (a) Two CG inputs
and (b) corresponding real images that serve as color models, with superimposed
white lines to denote cosegmentation boundaries. (c) Results from (c) a global al-
gorithm based on N-dimensional histogram matching [79], and (d) our local color
transfer algorithm. In the top example, the global result has a bluish color cast. In
the bottom example, the global result swaps the colors of the building and the sky.
Local color transfer yields better results on both examples.
ǌǈ
mapped arbitrarily, as shown in the boĨom row of Fig. Ǎ.Ǌ.ǉ.
Wemitigate these problems by a combination of joint-bilateral upsampling and local
color transfer. We downsample the images, compute the color transfer oﬀsets per
region from the lower resolution images, and then smooth and upsample the oﬀsets
using joint bilateral upsampling. Working on regions addresses the problem of images
that contain diﬀerent proportions of colors and joint bilateral upsampling smooths
color transfer in the ĝatial domain.
Within each sub-sampled region, our color transfer algorithm uses ǊD hiﬆogram
matching on the a* and b* channels, and ǉD hiﬆogrammatching on the L* channel.
ĉe advantage of hiﬆogrammatching methods is that they do not require per pixel
correĝondences, which we do not have. Unfortunately, unlike ǉD hiﬆogram
matching, there is no closed form solution for ǊD hiﬆogram transfer. We use an
iterative algorithm by Pitié et al. [ǏǑ] that projeČs the ǊD hiﬆogram onto random ǉD
axes, performs ﬆandard ǉD hiﬆogrammatching, and reprojeČs the data back to ǊD.
ĉe algorithm typically converges in fewer than ǉǈ iterations. We found that
marginalizing the diﬆributions and performing the remapping independently for the a*
and b* channels produces inferior results.
In Fig. Ǎ.Ǌ.ǉ, we show two examples of color transfer. From leĜ to right, we show the
original CG images, the real images used as color models, the results of global
N-dimensional color transfer (in L*a*b* ĝace), and results of our region-based
transfer. In the top example, the global algorithm produces a blue color caﬆ over the
entire image because the real image has signiėcantly more sky than the CG image. In
the boĨom example, the house and sky are inĚuenced by the opposite regions in the
model image: the house becomes blue and the sky becomes a neutral gray. ĉese
problems are avoided by local color transfer.
Ǎ.Ǌ.Ǌ LŃķĵŀ TŃłĹ TŇĵłňĺĹŇ
In addition to transferring the color hiﬆogram from the photographs to the CG image
we are also intereﬆed in adjuﬆing gradient hiﬆograms at diﬀerent scales. To this end,
we apply a method similar to Bae et al. [ǐ] to match ėlter ﬆatiﬆics of the luminance
channel of the CG image to the photographs. Our method, however, transfers detail
locally within cosegmentation regions and uses a ǌ-level pyramid based on a
quadrature mirror ėlter [ǉ] inﬆead of a bilateral ėlter.
ǌǉ
Our tone transfer algorithm is similar to the algorithm for color transfer. Firﬆ, we
decompose the luminance channel of the CG image and one or more real images using
a QMF pyramid. Next, we use ǉD hiﬆogrammatching to match the subband ﬆatiﬆics
of the CG image to the real images in every region. AĜer transferring on subbands, we
model the eﬀeČ of hiﬆogram transfer on subband signals as a change in gain:
s0i(p) = gi(p)si(p); (Ǎ.ǉ)
where si(p) is the level i subband coeﬃcient at pixel p, and s0i(p) is the correĝonding
subband coeﬃcient aĜer regional hiﬆogrammatching, and gi(p) is the gain. Gain
values greater than one will amplify detail in that subband and gain values less than one
will diminish detail. To avoid halos or other artifaČs, we employ the gain-scaling
ﬆrategies described by Li et al. [ǎǎ] to ensure that lower subbands are not ampliėed
beyond higher subbands and that the gain signals are smooth near zero-crossings.
ĉe results of color and tone transfer are shown in Fig. Ǎ.Ǌ.Ǌ. As can be seen, the
appearance of the CG image changes subtly. Since color and tone transfers do not
fundamentally change the ﬆruČure of the image, they can be used even when the
image matches returned from the database are poor or when the CG image is already
close to being photorealiﬆic.
Ǎ.Ǌ.ǋ LŃķĵŀ TĹŎŉŊŇĹ TŇĵłňĺĹŇ
In addition to color and tone transfer, we also transfer texture from photographs, which
improves realism eĝecially for low-quality CG images. ĉis is diﬀerent from texture
synthesis, where the goal is to synthesize more of the same texture given an example
texture. In our case, we do not want to reuse the same region many times because this
oĜen leads to visual artifaČs in the form of repeated regions. Inﬆead, we rely on the k
similar photographs we retrieved from the database to provide us with a set of textures
to help upgrade the realism of the CG image.
We ﬆart local texture transfer by aligning the CG image with the real images.
Transferring texture on a region-by-region basis, as was done for color and tone, does
not work well because region boundaries do not always correĝond to ﬆrong edges in
the image. As a result, slightly diﬀerent textures can be transferred to neighboring
regions, leading to noticeable visual artifaČs. To reduce these artifaČs, we align
ǌǊ
(a) CG inputs (b) Tone model
(c) Local color and tone transfer (d) Close-up, before and aĜer
Figure 5.2.2: Transferring image tone. (a) Input CG images and (b) corresponding
real images used as color and tone models. (c) Results of region-based transfer of
subband distributions and (d) a close-up view, before and after tone transfer. Bound-
aries of zoomed-in regions are marked in white in (a).
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Figure 5.2.3: CG image (upper left) with regions transferred from three reference
photographs (upper right to lower right). The composite after Poisson blending and
color and tone transfer (bottom left).
multiple shiĜed copies of each real image to the diﬀerent regions of the CG image and
transfer textures using graph-cut. ĉe result is a coherent texture transfer that reĝeČs
ﬆrong scene ﬆruČure.
We perform the region-based alignment as follows. For each cosegmented region in
the CG image, we use cross-correlation of edge maps (magnitudes of gradients) to ėnd
the real image, and the optimal shiĜ, that beﬆ matches the CG image for that particular
region. We repeat the process in a greedy manner until all regions in the CG image are
completely covered. To reduce repeated textures, we only allow up to c shiĜed copies
of an image to be used for texture transfer (typically c = Ʀ).
Once the alignment ﬆep is over we have a set of ck shiĜed real images that we can
now use for texture transfer. We model the problem as label assignment over a Markov
Random ėeld (MRF) and solve it using graph cuts [ǉǎ]. ĉe set of labels at each pixel
location consiﬆs of up to ck+ ƥ labels, correĝonding to c shiĜed versions of each of
ǌǌ
the k real images, as well as a copy of the CG image, in case no matching texture was
found. We look for the beﬆ label assignment to optimize an objeČive funČion C(L)
that consiﬆs of a data term Cd over all pixels p and an interaČion term Ci over all pairs
of pixels p; q. Speciėcally:
C(L) =
X
p
Cd(p;L(p)) +
X
p;q
Ci(p; q;L(p); L(q)) (Ǎ.Ǌ)
where the data penalty term Cd(p; L(p)) that measures diﬆance between a Ƨ Ƨ patch
around pixel p in the CG image and a real image is given by:
Cd(p; L(p)) = αƥDc(p;L(p)) + αƦDg(p;L(p))
+ αƧDl(p; L(p)) : (Ǎ.ǋ)
ĉe termDc(p; L(p)) is the average diﬆance in L*a*b* ĝace between the Ƨ Ƨ patch
centered around pixel p in the CG image and the patch centered around pixel p in the
image associated with label L(p). Similarly,Dg(p; L(p)) is the average diﬆance
between the magnitudes of the gradients of the patches. Note that both of these terms
are zero when the label L(p) correĝonds to the CG image.
ĉe region label termDl(p; L(p)) in Eqn. Ǎ.ǋ controls the error of transferring
textures between diﬀerent cosegmentation regions and also provides an error for
choosing the original CG image as a source of texture:
Dl(p; L(p)) =
8><>:
γ L(p) = CG label
Ƥ p and L(p) from same region
ƥ otherwise
(Ǎ.ǌ)
If the diﬆance of all the real images is greater than αƧγ, the graph-cut algorithm will
prefer keeping the CG texture.
ĉe weights in Eqn. Ǎ.ǋ balance the contributions of the three terms and they are
normalized,
P
i αi = ƥ. ĉe default values of Ƥ:Ʀ, Ƥ:ƫ, and Ƥ:ƥ give more weight to the
gradient term than the other terms, but these weights can be adjuﬆed by the user.
ĉe interaČion term Ci(p; q; L(p); L(q)) in Eqn. Ǎ.Ǌ is zero if the labels L(p) and
L(q) are the same, and a conﬆant modulated by a blurred and inverted edge map of the
ǌǍ
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Figure 5.2.4: Failure cases. (a & b) The texture transfer algorithm does not account
for viewpoint or geometric diﬀerences between objects in the source images. As a
result, images of structured scenes are diﬃcult to blend without user interaction. (c)
Diﬀerences in scale can also lead to unrealistic composites. The cows from the image
in Fig. 5.2.1 appear to be the size of mice because the texture is at the wrong scale.
CG image otherwise. Speciėcally:
Ci(p; q; L(p); L(q)) =
(
Ƥ L(p) = L(q)
λM(p) otherwise
(Ǎ.Ǎ)
whereM(p) is zero near ﬆrong edges in the CG image and near ƥ in smooth regions.
ĉe scalar λ aﬀeČs the amount of texture switching that can occur. For low values of λ,
the algorithm will prefer small patches of textures frommany images and for high
values of λ the algorithm will choose large blocks of texture from the same image. ĉe
typical range of this parameter is Ƥ:ƥ to Ƥ:ƨ.
Once the graph cut has determined the label assignment per pixel (i.e., the image
from which to transfer texture), we copy gradients from the seleČed image into the CG
image and then reconﬆruČ the image by solving Poisson’s equation with Neumann
boundary conﬆraints. To minimize reconﬆruČion errors near region boundaries, we
use a mixed guidance ėeld, seleČing the gradient based on its norm [Ǐǎ].
An example of texture transfer from three real images to a CG image is shown in
Fig. Ǎ.Ǌ.ǋ. ĉe input CG image is shown in the upper leĜ and two matches returned
from our database are shown in the upper right; we allowed two shiĜed copies of each
real image (c = Ʀ). Gradients were copied from the real images into the CG image in
regions ĝeciėed by the graph-cut. ĉe resulting image, aĜer color and tone
adjuﬆment, is shown in the lower leĜ.
ǌǎ
Ǎ.ǋ RĹňŊŀŉň
Figs. Ǎ.ǋ.ǉ, Ǎ.ǌ.Ǌ, and Ǎ.ǌ.ǋ show results generated by our syﬆem for a number of
diﬀerent scenes. ĉese examples include city scenes and various landscapes–e.g.,
foreﬆ, meadow, lake, and beach. To generate these results, we applied all three ﬆages of
our syﬆem, transferring texture ėrﬆ and then altering the color and tone of the input
CG images to match the real images. We perform texture transfer ėrﬆ because
gradient-domain manipulations can cause color shiĜs that deviate from natural colors.
ĉe color and tone transfer ﬆeps correČ these unnatural colors by shiĜing them
towards colors in the real images.
In our syﬆem, color and tone transfer operations are completely automatic. And for
the examples shown in Figs. Ǎ.ǌ.Ǌ and Ǎ.ǌ.ǋ, texture transfer only requires the user to
ĝecify a few parameters. ĉe moﬆ important parameters are γ and λ, described in
SeČion Ǎ.Ǌ.ǋ. ĉe parameter γ controls the preference of the algorithm between real
and CG textures. SeĨing this parameter to a high value will cause the algorithm to
recreate the CG image, as beﬆ it can, with only real patches. SeĨing it to a low value
will cause the algorithm to only choose real patches if they are close to the CG patch,
otherwise preserving the original patch. ĉe λ parameter controls the size of the
transferred texture patches. Because all transfer operations are reasonably faﬆ, these
parameters can be adjuﬆed to synthesize diﬀerent versions of an image.
As shown in Figs. Ǎ.Ǌ.ǋ, Ǎ.ǌ.Ǌ, and Ǎ.ǌ.ǋ, many natural scenes can be synthesized
using an automatic approach. ĉese scenes are primarily composed of ﬆationary
textures, and the global ﬆruČure of the image is conveyed by the composition,
boundaries, and scale of the textures within each image. For scenes with more
ﬆruČure, however, such as the examples in Fig. Ǎ.Ǌ.ǌ(a) and (b), automatic texture
transfer can fail. For these scenes, diﬀerences in perĝeČive, scale, and scene geometry
between the CG input and real matches can lead to objeČionable artifaČs in the ėnal
result. ĉese problems are due to the faČ that our MRF-based texture transfer makes
local decisions, which are based solely on ǊD image data. ĉerefore properties of the
image that are ﬆrongly dependent on the geometry of the original scene can be
mishandled.
Fortunately, a few operations are suﬃcient to extend our method to a larger class of
scenes, including those with signiėcant ﬆruČure. In particular, we can use the ĝidery
ǌǏ
(a) CG Input (b) CGǊReal output
Figure 5.3.1: CG2Real results on structured scenes. (a) Images of structured scenes
are diﬃcult to blend without user interaction. The spidery-mesh tool (top) and rect-
angle tool (middle) were used to align geometry between real image (inset) and CG
image. A scribble tool (bottom, inset) was used to modify the mask produced by
our texture transfer algorithm; the modiﬁcations are outlined. (b) Final results using
edited textures.
ǌǐ
mesh of Horry et al. [ǌǐ] or simple planar homographies to correČ major ﬆruČural
diﬀerences. Once warped, texture transfer proceeds as in Sec. Ǎ.Ǌ.ǋ.
In Fig. Ǎ.ǋ.ǉ, the real images were warped to align geometry before texture transfer.
In the top row, the road from a real image was warped using the ĝidery mesh tool to
more closely match the road of the CG image. Trees, mountains, and the sky from
other (unwarped) image matches were added to produce the ėnal result. In the second
row, textures of buildings were warped by ĝecifying planes in both the real and CG
images. ĉe color and tone of the image was also modiėed to match a real image (not
shown). In the boĨom row, the user adjuﬆed the blending mask within the red lines to
preserve the dashed line in the center of the road.
In some cases, a user may not want a region of the image to be modiėed
subﬆantially. For example, if the user has ĝent hours editing a ǋDmodel they
probably want the model to appear exaČly as they have designed it. In these cases, the
user can ĝecify an alpha mask and the syﬆem will operate outside the mask. In this
scenario, the syﬆem provides an easy way to synthesize a realiﬆic background for a ǋD
model. Two examples of ǋDmodels with backgrounds synthesized by our syﬆem are
shown in Fig. Ǎ.ǋ.Ǌ.
Ǎ.ǌ EŋĵŀŊĵŉĽŃł ĵłĸDĽňķŊňňĽŃł
We conduČed a user ﬆudy to evaluate the eﬀeČiveness of our syﬆem. From a set of ǉǈ
example CG images we generated ǉǈ CGǊReal results automatically, i.e., without
manual adjuﬆments. A third set of ǉǈ images was seleČed from the real photographs
used to enhance the correĝonding CGǊReal results.
Twenty subjeČs, between Ǌǈ and ǋǈ years old, participated in the user ﬆudy. ĉey
were paid Ʈǉǈ for their time. Each participant viewed a sequence of ǉǈ images drawn
from the set of ǋǈ. Each teﬆ sequence was seleČed randomly, with the conﬆraint that
the sequence contained at leaﬆ ǋ images from each category, and that multiple
inﬆances of images from the same example did not appear in the sequence.
Participants were inﬆruČed to identify each image as ‘real’ if they felt that the image
was captured by a camera and ‘fake’ if they felt it was generated by a computer program.
ĉey were also informed that their reĝonses would be timed but that they should
reĝond accurately rather than quickly.
ǌǑ
Figure 5.3.2: Realistic backgrounds for CG models. In some cases, a user may not
want regions of the image replaced. The user can specify an alpha mask (middle row)
and the system will operate outside the mask, thus creating a realistic context for a
rendered model (bottom).
Ǎǈ
Here we report a number of ėndings. With unlimited viewing time, the subjeČs
classiėed:
• ǑǏƻ of the CG images as fake;
• ǍǊƻ of the CGǊReal images as fake;
• ǉǏƻ of the real images as fake.
As can be seen, users were able to identify ǑǏƻ of the CG images as fake and and this
number was reduced to ǍǊƻ, indicating that some of the CGǊReal images were
considered real. With only Ǎ seconds of viewing, the subjeČs classiėed
• ǐǊƻ of the CG images as fake;
• ǊǏƻ of the CGǊReal images as fake;
• ǉǊƻ of the real images as fake.
In this case, moﬆ of the CG images were ﬆill identiėed as fake, but more of the
CGǊReal images were considered real. ĉese results suggeﬆ that our color, tone and
texture transfer give an initial impression of realism, but with unlimited viewing time,
inconsiﬆencies, such as scale and perĝeČive diﬀerences, become apparent.
Fig. Ǎ.ǌ.ǉa shows the complete results. It describes the percentage of images marked
as fake as a funČion of maximum reĝonse time.
Ǎ.ǌ.ǉ RĹĵŀĽňŁ ŋň. SĽŐĹ
What cues are viewers using to diﬆinguish CG from real? To begin to answer this
queﬆion, we repeated the real vs. fake discrimination task at various scales. By
changing the size of the images, we change the amount of high-frequency information,
and our goal was to quantify the eﬀeČ of this information on the perception of realism.
We presented three sets of images (CG, CGǊReal, and Real) and we ėxed the
presentation time at ėve seconds. We varied the image width in powers of two from ǋǊ
to ǍǉǊ pixels and asked the viewer to identify the images as ‘real’ or ’fake’ using the
same deėnitions as the previous ﬆudy.
We used the ǋǈ images from the previous ﬆudy (ǉǈ of each type) and colleČed Ǌǈ
reĝonses per image at Ǎ diﬀerent sizes. Due to the size of this ﬆudy
Ǎǉ
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Figure 5.4.1: (a) Percentage of images marked as fake as a function of maximum
response time, and (b) as a function of image width, for real photos, CG images, and
CG2Real images produced by our method.
(ƧƤ Ʃ ƦƤ = ƧƤƤƤ reĝonses), we used Amazon’s Mechanical Turk [ǌ]. Mechanical
Turk is an online marketplace for human intelligence tasks. Requeﬆors can publish
tasks and the rate they are willing to pay per task; workers can browse for tasks they are
willing to perform. We divided the ﬆudy into experiments by image size, colleČing Ǌǈ
reĝonses for each image in each experiment. ĉe average time per experiment was
twelve minutes and the average number of contributing workers was thirty-nine.
ĉe results are shown in Fig. Ǎ.ǌ.ǉb. At ǋǊ pixels, moﬆ images were labeled as ‘real,’
though there was some ability to diﬆinguish between the three types of images even at
this scale. As the image size increased, the task became easier, though the ability to
deteČ a CG image as fake increased more dramatically with size than the ability to
deteČ a CGǊReal image (based on the slope of the curves between ǋǊ and ǊǍǎ pixels).
In addition, the viewer’s conėdence in real images increased aĜer ǉǊǐ pixelsãthey
mislabeled fewer real images as fake. ĉis ﬆudy suggeﬆs that high frequencies
contribute to the perception of realism in CG images, though they do not account for
all of it.
In our syﬆem, we apply three types of transfer and the previous experiments have
eﬆablished that all three of these operations together improve realism for CG images.
But howmuch realism is due to texture transfer and howmuch is due to color and tone
transfer? To address this queﬆion, we ran another Mechanical Turk task showing
ǍǊ
images for ėve seconds and asking viewers to label the images as real or fake. For this
experiment, we introduced CGǊReal images without texture transfer (only color and
tone), but kept the other parameters of the experiment the same. We found that ǎǑƻ of
color and tone images were classiėed as fake, which is between the results for CG and
CGǊReal (full pipeline) found in previous ﬆudies. ĉis result suggeﬆs that color and
tone transfer improve realism somewhat, but moﬆ of the gain shown in Fig. Ǎ.ǌ.ǉ and
comes from texture transfer.
Ǎ.ǌ.Ǌ LĽŁĽŉĵŉĽŃłň
In general, our syﬆem is only as good as the database of photographs upon which it is
built. We have found that a database of ǌ.Ǎ million images yields around ǌ good
matching images for CG landscapes, but more images would be required tomatchmore
complex scenes. In future work, we hope to increase the database size to determine
how the number of matching images and the match quality aﬀeČ the ėnal result. We
also hope to expand the database to include a wider variety of photographs, including
indoor images. But even with more images, texture transfer may fail to be realiﬆic if
there are geometric or perĝeČive diﬀerences or if the scale is incorreČ, Fig. Ǎ.Ǌ.ǌ(c).
Some of these examples can be improved with texture warping, Fig. Ǎ.ǋ.ǉ, and it is
possible that an appropriate warp could be determined automatically in some cases.
Ǎ.ǌ.ǋ SŊŁŁĵŇŏ
Our approach to achieving photorealism in CG images is a signiėcant departure from
traditional methods. We synthesize realiﬆic imagery using a large colleČion of
photographs and novel methods for local transfer of color, tone, and texture, without
the use of complex rendering and lighting models, and we show via user ﬆudies that
this approach improves realism in CG images. While the preceeding chapters have
focused on colleČions of images, in the next chapter, we turn our aĨention to video.
ĉe additional temporal dimension of video adds another level of complexity to the
medium, and we focus ėrﬆ on simple operations for browsing and summarizing video
colleČions.
Ǎǋ
(a) CG input (b) CGǊReal output
Figure 5.4.2: Results of our CG2Real system. All of these results were synthesized
without the use of scribbles or geometric adjustment.
Ǎǌ
(a) CG input (b) CGǊReal output
Figure 5.4.3: More results generated without the use of scribbles or geometric ad-
justment.
ǍǍ
6
Multi-Video Browsing and Summarization
Ił ŉļĽň ķļĵńŉĹŇ¹, we focus on the case of browsing multiple videos with a commontheme. ĉis can either be a common event covered by multiple cameras, such as a
wedding or a TV show. Or it can be multiple videos taken at diﬀerent times that
capture the same or similar content, say multiple races of Usain Bolt. Either the videos
have been downloaded from video cameras to a hard drive, or are the result of a search
query at a video sharing website like YouTube. In both cases the user is confronted
with a colleČion of, say, several tens of videos that should be browsed to ėnd the
intereﬆing parts. Our goal is to oﬀer a beĨer browsing experience that will allow the
user to navigate intelligently through the videos and quickly capture their essence.
Multi-Video Browsing blurs the line between browsing and search. In search one
has a query item, such as keyword, video, or image that is used to retrieve similar
content from the database. Unlike images, video tags (if they exiﬆ) give juﬆ a rough
idea of the content of the video and do not help in ėndingĝeciėc content at some time
point within the video. ĉis is why users end up browsing. During browsing, the user is
¹Please see www.youtube.com/watch?v=uanIlBGZNXk for the accompanying video.
Ǎǎ
Figure 6.0.1: The Browsing Companion with a number of videos from a YouTube
search query of “Usain Bolt”. As the user is watching the race coming to the ﬁnish
line, she can easily switch to ﬁnishes in other videos.
free to watch a video and faﬆ forward it. But in order to ėnd content similar to what is
currently playing the user needs to ﬆop, ﬆart an explicit search operation, ėnd the moﬆ
appropriate result, and switch to that for further browsing. ĉis is a cumbersome
process that is not oĜen used in praČice.
Multi-Video Browsing combines the two in a seamless fashion. In a pre-processing
ﬆage we align all pairs of videos to each other. ĉis is essentially a search operation that
suggeﬆs, for every frame in one video (the primary video), similar frames in each of the
other videos (the secondary videos). At run-time, the user watches a primary video in a
novel user interface we term the Browsing Companion, that also diĝlays thumbnails
from these aligned secondaries (see Fig. ǎ.ǈ.ǉ). As a result, the user has access to
similar content at all times, and can switch videos inﬆantaneously, e.g., to get a beĨer
angle of a particular event or to watch similar events.
Our approach to temporal video alignment is based on a HiddenMarkov Model
(HMM). Alignment operates on one primary and one secondary video and outputs a
sequence of frames from the secondary that has the same length as the primary video.
ĉe sequence is seleČed to maximize similarity between correĝonding primary and
ǍǏ
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Figure 6.0.2: Overview of video alignment. Given primary and secondary videos with
a common theme, the alignment process generates a concatenation of clips from the
secondary video that, when played alongside the primary, shows similar content. Here
color encodes appearance. Clips in the aligned secondary can be reordered (G), du-
plicated (E), and abbreviated (F’) with respect to the original secondary. The output
may also contain a best guess (H’) when there are no good matches for portions of
the primary (D).
secondary frames with as few cuts as possible. Video alignment intrinsically breaks the
secondary video into clips that, when played alongside the primary, show similar
content (see Fig. ǎ.ǈ.Ǌ). We validate our video alignment algorithm with a user ﬆudy
to measure how well the automatically aligned video agrees with subjeČive user
experience (Sec. ǎ.Ǎ.Ǌ).
Video alignment provides very useful information for other applications. ĉe key
observation we make is that now it is possible to determine, for each frame, how it
relates to the reﬆ of the entire video coĞeČion, not juﬆ its own or the secondary video.
ĉis is an important diﬆinČion, because now we can ask queﬆions such as: “Find me a
highlight that is unique within each video, but common across videos”, or “Generate a
summary of the entire video set”.
ĉe primary contribution of this work is the Browsing Companion. Novel aĝeČs
include (ǉ) concurrent preview of temporally aligned videos, which exposes
similarities across multiple videos in a simple way; (Ǌ) continuous query-by-example,
whereby the current frame of the primary video serves as an ever-updating search
query, and the aligned secondaries, correĝonding real-time results; and (ǋ) dynamic
hyperlinks for video, where these clickable secondary videos provide links among
related video content analagous to hyperlinks in text documents. Additionally,
alignment allows for new modes of video summarization, particularly (ǌ) our
‘unique-within, common-across’ video highlight criteria.
Ǎǐ
ǎ.ǉ MŊŀŉĽ-VĽĸĹŃ BŇŃŌňĽłĻ
Multi-Video Browsing consiﬆs of three ingredients. A method for temporally
synchronizing a pair of video sequences, a frame similarity measure, and a browsing
interface that makes use of the alignment information. Fig. ǎ.ǈ.ǉ gives an example of
the Browsing Companion interface. ĉe main window plays the video seleČed by the
user, the thumbnails play footage from other videos that are synchronized with the
primary video. ĉe user can make any of the secondaries the primary with a click of the
mouse, or set the audio focus to any secondary window to preview that clip with
sound. ĉe key to the interface is that the secondaries are properly synchronized to the
primary through our video alignment process.
ǎ.ǉ.ǉ VĽĸĹŃ AŀĽĻłŁĹłŉ
An HMM is a ﬆatiﬆical model of a Markov process with unobserved ﬆate. ĉe
unobserved variables are related to their neighbors with a transition probability matrix,
and to a sequence of observed variables. In the context of video alignment, we model
the output video frames as unobserved random variables that are sampled from a long
input video with some transition probabilities to jump from one frame to another.
Intuitively this means that the frame will have high probability to follow its natural
consecutive neighbor from the long video, but also a small probability for an abrupt
transition to a diﬀerent frame (a “cut”).
ĉe frames in the output video should also be similar to the frames of a reference
video (the observed variables) to obtain good alignment. HMMs can be used both for
learning the model parameters and for doing inference on new examples. For video
alignment we ėx the transition matrix and the similarities to the reference sequence to
obtain some desired alignment properties. We perform inference using the Viterbi
algorithm [ǉǈǐ], which is a variant of Dynamic Programming, to ėnd the beﬆ
alignment between the two video sequences (see Fig. ǎ.ǈ.Ǌ).
Formally, let X = Xƥ;    ;Xn and Y = Yƥ;    ; Ym denote two video sequences
(primary X and secondary Y, reĝeČively) that we wish to align. We will treat Y as the
ﬆates of the HMM and X as the observations. An alignment of X and Y is a sequence of
ﬆates (elements of Y), S = Sƥ;    ; Sn. Our goal is to ėnd the sequence S that beﬆ
ǍǑ
explains the observed sequence X:
S = argmax
S
Pr(Sƥ)
nY
t=Ʀ
Pr(StjSt ƥ)
nY
t=ƥ
Pr(XtjSt): (ǎ.ǉ)
We deėne observation probabilities based on frame similarity, where
Pr(XtjSt) / f(Xt; St) for some similarity funČion f. We discuss frame similarity
measures in Sec. ǎ.ǉ.Ǌ. Initial probabilities Pr(St) are uniform. Transition probabilities
are controlled by a single parameter s such that the probability of frame Yi following
Yi ƥ is s times as likely as any other frame. ĉe normalized transition probabilities are
given as
Pr(StjSt ƥ) =
(
s
s+m ƥ (St   St ƥ) mod m = ƥ;
ƥ
s+m ƥ otherwise
(ǎ.Ǌ)
for s in [ƥ;1).
Intuitively, the parameter s provides control over the number of cuts in the output; a
cut occurs when two consecutive frames in the output were taken from
non-consecutive positions in the input secondary. When s = ƥ, the output sequence is
determined solely by frame similarity, and the result is oĜen choppy and unpleasant to
watch. When s = 1, the result is a continuous loop of consecutive frames, ﬆarting at
some oﬀset; this results in a poor alignment unless the original timing of the two
videos matches very closely. A value inbetween these two extremes produces a good
alignment, balancing frame similarity and temporal continuity. A value of s = ƪ works
well for a variety of data sets and is used on all examples in the chapter. However the
appropriate value for s can vary depending on the ﬆruČure of the video; for example,
for highly edited video with frequent cuts, a lower, more permissive value of smay
produce beĨer results. While the video alignment process operates on frames, the
result can be seen as a concatenation of clips from the secondary video, with cuts
occurring at clip boundaries (see Fig.ǎ.ǈ.Ǌ). For eﬃciency, we compute the alignment
at every kth frame inﬆead of every frame; k = ƥƤ for the examples shown here.
We deėne the quality of an alignment as the average frame similarity score between
frames in the input sequence X and the correĝonding frames in the aligned result S.
ĉis score is then used to rank the order in which we diĝlay the secondary videos in
the Browsing Companion.
ǎǈ
ǎ.ǉ.Ǌ FŇĵŁĹ SĽŁĽŀĵŇĽŉŏMĹĵňŊŇĹ
ĉeHMM combines a frame-to-frame similarity measure with temporal continuity.
We combine the ĝatial pyramid descriptor discussed in Sec. ǋ.ǉ with a simple
bag-of-words descriptor–a hiﬆogram of visual word occurrences over the entire
image–and a ƨ ƥƤ ƥƤ L*a*b* color hiﬆogram for each frame. For the ĝatial
pyramid descriptor, we use the same vocabulary from previous chapters. For the
bag-of-words component, we compute vocabularies for each colleČion using median
shiĜ cluﬆering [Ǒǉ] with a radius r = Ƥ:Ʃ; for the data sets here, this generates
vocabularies of approximately Ǎǈǈǈ visual words.
For each of the three measures, frame similarity is determined by cosine similarity
between hiﬆograms, computed as the cosine of the angle between them. We use a
convex combination of these three scores as our ėnal frame similarity measure. We
found that weights of fƤ:ƨ; Ƥ:ƨ; Ƥ:Ʀg for bag-of-words, ĝatial pyramid, and color
hiﬆogram similarities, reĝeČively, perform well across a variety of diﬀerent data sets;
we use these weights for all results in the chapter.
ĉere are clearly many other frame similarity measures, such as motion cues, face
deteČion, or sound that could be used. However, in this work we focused solely on
image appearance based measures and leave multi-modal frame similarity features for
future research.
ǎ.Ǌ AŊŉŃŁĵŉĽķMŊŀŉĽ-VĽĸĹŃ SŊŁŁĵŇĽĹň
In addition to user-assiﬆed browsing, video alignment also provides useful information
to automatically create a summary of the video colleČion subjeČ to some relevance
score. For example, the user might want to create a summary video that is
representative of the entire video colleČion, or he might want to generate a highlight
summary that covers juﬆ the highlights. In faČ, as we will show later, the user can also
guide the process by supplying key-frames that guide the syﬆem how to create the
summary.
In all cases, we ėrﬆ deėne a relevance measure for each frame that relates the frame
to the entire video set, and then use HMM to generate a summary video (composed of
several clips) that maximize (or minimize) this measure.
ǎǉ
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Figure 6.2.1: Automatic summary video generation. Both top and bottom rows
show frames extracted from two one minute summary videos automatically gener-
ated from the Bolt data set using diﬀerent scores. In each example, the labels above
indicate the corresponding frames’ source video. (Top) Optimizing the representa-
tive score produces a result that is self-consistent and captures Usain Bolt in diﬀerent
settings. These frames accurately describe the most common content of the data
set. (Bottom) Optimizing the highlight score ﬁnds footage that is unique within each
video, but common across all videos. These results are also consistent with one an-
other and depict highlight race footage. While both groups are self-consistent, there
are no hard constraints that require them to be so, e.g., by encouraging high similar-
ity scores among frames. This is a property of the data set that is illuminated by our
approach.
ǎ.Ǌ.ǉ RĹŀĹŋĵłķĹ ŁĹĵňŊŇĹň
We illuﬆrate these relevance measures on the problem of automatic highlight
deteČion. One approach would be to say that unique frames are highlights. ĉerefore,
all we have to do is ėnd unique frames (or clips) within each video as is done, for
example, by [ǉǌ]. But the highlights generated this way are with reĝeČ to each video,
and not with reĝeČ to the entire video colleČion. Trying to overcome this limitation
by concatenating all input videos into one long video and then deteČing highlights
might produce undesirable results. For example, in the case of the Usain Bolt data set,
the race is clearly the highlight, but it appears once in every video and hence will appear
multiple times in a concatenated video and therefor will not be seleČed as a highlight.
We propose an alternative deėnition: A highlight is footage that is unique within each
video, but common across aĞ videos (see Fig. ǎ.Ǌ.Ǌ). ĉis way we obtain highlights that
are determined by the entire video colleČion.
Our goal now is to deėne a highlight score (h-score) that measures how good is a
particular frame as a highlight. And since the highlight muﬆ be unique within its own
video and common across multiple videos we need to deėne two additional scores that
ǎǊ
time
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Figure 6.2.2: Overview of highlight detection. Highlights, by deﬁnition, are rare
events. However, in this example if we consider video 1 alone, there is no clear way to
distinguish between the red and yellow clips as the best highlight. Only by considering
the collection of videos can we robustly identify relevant unique clips; these highlight
clips are rare within each video but common across all videos. In this example, the
yellow content occurs only once in any video, but it occurs in all videos.
will help us compute the h-score: A representative score (r-score) that measures how
common is a frame across the video set, and a uniqueness score (u-score) that
measures how unique is a frame within its own video.
RĹńŇĹňĹłŉĵŉĽŋĹ SķŃŇĹ
ĉe representative score (r-score) measures how well a particular frame represents the
video colleČion. But, what does it mean for a frame to represent the video colleČion
well? Intuitively, we would like that this frame of a particular video will be similar to
frames in other videos. If a frame has a high r-score then we say that it is a
representative frame (because we found good matching frames for it in other videos).
Formally, let Xit denote frame t in the ith video and S
i;j
t , frame t in the output of the
alignment between primary i and secondary j. ĉe r-score for frame t in video i is:
rit =
ƥ
v  ƥ
X
j2[ƥ;v]ni
f(Xit; S
i;j
t ): (ǎ.ǋ)
ĉis is simply the per-frame average appearance similarity score between frames in
video i and correĝonding frames from all other videos in the set.
ǎǋ
UłĽŅŊĹłĹňň SķŃŇĹ
Our score for uniqueness follows common methods for identifying the uniqueness of
neareﬆ neighbors as the ratio of the diﬆances between a query point and its ėrﬆ and
second neareﬆ neighbors [ǎǐ]. A ratio of ƥ occurs when the two neighbors are
equidiﬆant from the query point. When the second neareﬆ neighbor is much further
away, this ratio becomes very small, indicating the uniqueness of the ėrﬆ neighbor with
reĝeČ to the reﬆ of the data set.
In our case, the alignment performed in the previous seČion for browsing gives, for
every primary frame, a beﬆmatch, or neareﬆ neighbor, in each of the secondary videos.
To compute a second neareﬆ neighbor, or second beﬆ match, we run the alignment
procedure a second time, ignoring the beﬆ match from the previous alignment.
Speciėcally, we run the video alignment procedure. ĉis breaks the secondary video
into clips that are organized to beﬆ explain the primary video. ĉis gives us a match
between each frame in the primary and a frame in the secondary. And since each frame
in the secondary belongs to a clip, induced by the alignment, we now have an
assignment of each frame in the primary to a clip in the secondary. Now we repeat the
alignment procedure again, only this time for each frame in the primary we disallow aĞ
frames in the clip (in the secondary) associated with it. ĉis forces the algorithm on
the next iteration to ėnd the second beﬆ match in the secondary video. If we had
inﬆead disallowed only single frames inﬆead of entire clips, the second beﬆ match
would likely be one frame before or aĜer the initial match.
To compute a robuﬆ uniqueness score for frame t in video j, we ėrﬆ ėnd the
primary video and correĝonding frame within that video (i; τ) to which frame (j; t)
is aligned with the higheﬆ similarity score,
i; τ = argmax
i;τjSi;jτ =Xjt
f(Xiτ ; S
i;j
τ ) (ǎ.ǌ)
While we’re intereﬆed in the degree of uniqueness of a frame with reĝeČ to its source
video, which is a property that is independent of the reﬆ of the data set, we ﬆill need a
degree of robuﬆness to ensure that the frame (j; t) has at leaﬆ some relevance to the
reﬆ of the data set. A high value for the max of Eq. ǎ.ǌ indicates that frame (j; t) occurs
at leaﬆ once elsewhere in the colleČion.
Now we use (i; τ) as a query frame and compute the ratio of beﬆ and second beﬆ
ǎǌ
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Figure 6.2.3: User-guided summaries. The original data consists of an 18 minute
video of a museum tour, where each exhibit was visited multiple times. Here the user
can quickly generate a summary by selecting a number of key frames (4 in this case)
and their duration (top). The system, in response, will ﬁnd the best set of clips that
match the requested keyframes and their durations. Observe that the system can
choose multiple clips to ﬁt a particular keyframe, or use one clip to match two con-
secutive keyframes. The output of this process is a 80 second summary of the origi-
nal 18 minute video, generated according to the user speciﬁcation (extracted frames,
bottom). The user can quickly and easily change parameters to generate alternative
summaries.
matches. Let S and S0 denote our initial and alternate alignments. ĉe uniqueness
score utj of frame t in video j is simply the ratio of similarity scores between (i; τ) and
(j; t), and between (i; τ) its second beﬆ match in S0:
ujt =
f(Xiτ ; S
i;j
τ )
f(Xiτ ; S
0i;j
τ )
: (ǎ.Ǎ)
HĽĻļŀĽĻļŉ SķŃŇĹ
ĉe highlight score (h-score) measures how unique is a frame within its own video
(u-score) and how representative it is, that is how common it is across videos (r-score).
We found that taking a linear combination of the r-score and u-score gives good results.
Speciėcally, we deėne the h-score hit, as
hit = αuit + (ƥ  α)rit (ǎ.ǎ)
While the parameter α allows ėne control over the relative contributions of the two
scores, we found a value of α = Ƥ:Ʃ to work consiﬆently well.
ǎǍ
ǎ.Ǌ.Ǌ GĹłĹŇĵŉĽłĻ VĽĸĹŃ SŊŁŁĵŇĽĹň
Once the relevance measure has been eﬆablished, we apply the Viterbi algorithm to an
unnormalized HMM to obtain a video summary of a user-ĝeciėed length. ĉe Viterbi
algorithm, which is a variant of Dynamic Programming, generates a video (that might
consiﬆ of a sequence of clips) that maximizes the relevance score we seleČed. Without
it, we would seleČ the frames with the higheﬆ score, but such a video will have many
cuts that will lead to a very choppy and unpleasant viewing experience. ĉe Viterbi
algorithm, on the other hand, will properly trade smoothness (i.e., minimizing number
of cuts in the output video) againﬆ maximizing the relevance score.
In a recent work [ǑǍ], unnormalized HMMs have been successfully used for
classiėcation; the authors acknowledge that unnormalized HMMs can handle a larger
class of problems than ﬆandard HMMs. We take advantage of that here for generating
a summary, expressing the framework as a variation of the HMM for video alignment.
Here we treat all frames in the colleČion as hidden ﬆates Zƥ;    ;Zm, wherem is
the total number of frames in all videos. ĉe output of the algorithm is a sequence of
ﬆates, S = Sƥ;    ; Sn, for a user-ĝeciėed output length n. Since there is no primary
video to aČ as a guide, unary terms correĝonding to observation probabilities are
simply deėned by the score g(St), where g can be any of the relvance measures deėned
above. We have transition aﬃnities (unnormalized probabilities) deėned similarly to
transition probabilities in Eq. ǎ.Ǌ to discourage cuts by penalizing transitions to
non-consecutive frames.
We add a monotonicity conﬆraint that enforces chronological order, requiring that
the order of the clips in the summary video reĝeČs their original order in the input.
Without it, the resulting video would juﬆ contain the beﬆ frame(s) repeated for the
duration of the output video. Transitions from one frame to another that occurred
earlier in the input are disallowed; for such a transition the aﬃnity is zero. Transition
aﬃnities a are deėned with the same parameter s from Sec. ǎ.ǉ.ǉ that controls the
frequency of cuts in the ėnal result.
a(St; St ƥ) =
8>>>><>>>>:
Ƥ St  St ƥ
s (St   St ƥ) = ƥ,
St; St ƥ are from same video
ƥ otherwise
(ǎ.Ǐ)
ǎǎ
ĉe objeČive funČion we maximize here is given as
S = argmax
S
nY
t=ƥ
g(St)
nY
t=ƥ
a(St; St ƥ); (ǎ.ǐ)
for user-ĝeciėed output video length n.
Eq. ǎ.ǐ can be solved eﬃciently with the Viterbi algorithm. Since we have a lot more
frames to seleČ from here than in alignment, we subsample at a larger interval k than
we use for alignment. ĉis allows us to eﬃciently summarize large colleČions, with a
tradeoﬀ in accuracy (e.g., we may miss very short highlights). ĉe video summary will
consiﬆ of a number of clips, taken from diﬀerent input videos, that give the beﬆ
trade-oﬀ between maximizing relevance score and minimizing the number of cuts, and
it can quickly inform the user about the contents of the data set. Additionally, video
summaries can be used as a jump oﬀ point for exploring the colleČion inside the
browsing companion.
ǎ.ǋ UňĹŇ-GŊĽĸĹĸ SŊŁŁĵŇĽĹň
We can use similar methods to generate semi-automatic, i.e., user-guided summaries.
ĉis alternative approach gives the user some degree of control over the output. For
example, this is a convenient tool to quickly create a short summary of a long family
video. ĉe user simply seleČs a couple of key frames and their duration, which are
treated as a primary “video”. ĉen we can align the original, long video to this primary
video to obtain a user-assiﬆed summary.
In this application, both the observations and hidden ﬆates Zƥ;    ;Zm correĝond
to frames in the data set. ĉe algorithm takes as input a sequence of (keyframe,
duration) pairs. A sequence of observations is ėrﬆ conﬆruČed from these pairs. For
example, if the input was (Ƨ; Ʀ); (ƨ; ƥ); (ƥ; Ʀ), the observed sequence would be
ZƧ;ZƧ;Zƨ;Zƥ;Zƥ. Each (keyframe, duration) pair produces a clip, or a number of clips,
of the given duration that will match the keyframe.
Let X = Xƥ;    ;Xn denote such a user-ĝeciėced observed sequence of length n.
Unary terms are deėned by appearance similarity between the correĝonding keyframe
and output frame, f(Xt; St). ĉe transition aﬃnities are deėned similarly to those in
Eq. ǎ.Ǐ with one minor change–at keyframe segment boundaries, we relax the
ǎǏ
Figure 6.3.1: Some alignment examples. From top to bottom: Late Night with Co-
nan O’Brien, Project Runway, American Chopper, and Hawaii travel videos.
ǎǐ
monotonicity conﬆraint. ĉis allows control over if, and when, certain content is
repeated, since chronological order will be enforced within segments but not across
them. Aﬃnities are given as:
a(St; St ƥ) =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
Ƥ St  St ƥ,
t  ƥ not laﬆ in segment
s (St   St ƥ) = ƥ,
St; St ƥ from same video
ƥ otherwise
(ǎ.Ǒ)
With this formulation, each keyframe segment can contain multiple clips/cuts. ĉe
output of this algorithm is a short video summary that matches the key-frames and
their duration, as given by the user. ĉis summary can either be used to quickly
prototype an edited video from the input video, or as a way to navigate through the
video colleČion, using the Browsing Companion.
ǎ.ǌ IŁńŀĹŁĹłŉĵŉĽŃł
. Our syﬆem consiﬆs of several parts. A pre-processing ﬆage in which we generate
frame descriptors, an alignment ﬆage in which we align every pair of videos, and the
Browsing Companion that is used for browsing. In addition, we also provide automatic
tools for creating video summaries, where a summary can be either a summary of
representative video or a highlights video, and semi-automatic tools for generating
user-guided summaries.
ĉe descriptor generation is performed once, as an oﬀ-line process and it extraČs
the features needed by the frame-similarity measure. ĉis can be done before we know
what videos belong to a video colleČion, e.g., as new videos are added to ﬆorage. ĉis
ﬆage is implemented in MATLAB. Once a video colleČion has been deėned, we use
the Viterbi algorithm to compute all pair-wise alignments. ĉis has time complexity of
O(nmƦ) for aligning a secondary of lengthm to a primary of length n. In our
implementation it takes as liĨle as Ʃ seconds to align a pair of videos on the Bolt
dataset, and as much as ƬƤ minutes to align two full episodes of the Conan O’brien
show. As a result, it takes ƥƩ minutes to align all the Bolt videos, and ƥƦƤ hours for the
Conan data. We use a cluﬆer to parallelize the process, operating on multiple videos
simultaneously across cluﬆer nodes.
ǎǑ
data set description ƺ hh:mm:ss
bolt from YouTube, query “Usain Bolt” ǉǉ ǈǈ:ǋǈ:ǉǍ
conan ĉe Tonight Show with Conan O’Brien ǉǈ ǈǏ:ǉǋ:Ǎǉ
runway ProjeČ Runway: Season Five Ǌǐ ǉǈ:ǌǎ:ǈǏ
chopper American Chopper: Season Six ǉǍ ǈǎ:ǋǈ:ǋǋ
hawaii travel videos on Hawaii ǐ ǈǉ:Ǎǐ:ǉǍ
museum home video of a museum tour ǉ ǈǈ:ǉǐ:ǊǏ
Table 6.4.1: Description, number of videos, and total duration for data sets used in
this work.
ĉe browsing companion is implemented in Adobe Flash and runs in a Flash Player
inside a web browser. ĉe alignment data is ﬆored in an XML ėle that is between a few
KB and a couple of MB for moﬆ for our data sets. At runtime, loading the XML takes
only a few seconds. Video data is ﬆreamed from a RTMP (Real TimeMessaging
Protocol) server, so the browser does not require that the user ﬆore any video data.
XML data is loaded by the browser client and set to the server so that the server can
ﬆream the primary and and secondaries according to the alignment.
ĉe automatic and semi-automatic tools for generating video summaries are
implemented in MATLAB.
ĉe relevance scores are simple and very quick to generate. Generating a video
summary takesO(mnƦ), wherem is the number of frames in the source video or video
colleČion, and n is the output video length. For the video summary examples shown
here (Fig. ǎ.Ǌ.ǉ) we sub-sample at k = ƥƤ. Generating ƥ-minute video summary for the
Bolt set takes less than two minutes, and less than a minute for the Museum data.
Generating the summary does not require as much precision as alignment in terms of
placing cuts for the amateur user, nor does it require sub-second accuracy, so a larger k
can easily be used to generate good summaries for larger data sets.
ǎ.Ǎ EŎńĹŇĽŁĹłŉň ĵłĸ DĽňķŊňňĽŃł
ǎ.Ǎ.ǉ RĹňŊŀŉň
We have teﬆed the Browsing Companion on a number of data sets, as described in
Table ǎ.ǌ.ǉ. ĉe data comes from various sources, including YouTube video (Usain
Bolt), several episodes of commercial TV shows (Conan O’Brien, ProjeČ Runway,
Ǐǈ
American Chopper), as well as professional travel videos of touriﬆ aĨraČions in
Hawaii. ĉese data sets vary dramatically in length and in number. ĉe content is also
very diﬀerent and includes indoor and outdoor scenes, professional, high quality, as
well as amateur, low quality, video. In all cases, we have used the same frame
descriptors and syﬆem parameters.
Results are shown in Fig. ǎ.ǋ.ǉ, as well as in Fig. ǎ.ǈ.ǉ. As can be seen, the syﬆem
excels on commercial TV shows that exhibit ﬆrong repetitive temporal paĨern. It also
works quite well on less ﬆruČured data such as the Hawaii data set, and even on the
Bolt data that was downloaded from the web. To appreciate the quality of the browsing
experience we refer the reader to the companion video.
Fig. ǎ.Ǌ.ǉ shows the result of our automatic summary generation on the Bolt data set
for the representative (r-score) and the highlight (h-score) scores. ĉis data set
consiﬆs of videos coming from diﬀerent cameras covering the same race, or from
cameras covering diﬀerent races. Observe that when optimizing for the r-score we get a
very consiﬆent set of images, from diﬀerent videos, that all contain Usain Bolt. ĉis is
to be expeČed because this is the common theme of this data set. However, when
optimizing for the h-score, we get a completely diﬀerent set of images. ĉis time, all the
frames are of the races as these are the highlights of video colleČion. ĉey are unique
within each video but common across videos.
Fig. ǎ.Ǌ.ǋ shows the result of our user-assiﬆed video summarization. For small input
data or for larger inputs suﬃciently sub-sampled, our method can be used to quickly
generate user-guided summaries as part of an iterative editing process.
ǎ.Ǎ.Ǌ VĵŀĽĸĵŉĽŃł
To quantify our results we have conduČed an experiment using the Conan data set to
measure the accuracy of our video alignment algorithm.
We used Amazon’s Mechanical Turk and asked each participant to classify frames
into a liﬆ of pre-deėned categories. For redundancy, we had each frame classiėed ėve
times by diﬀerent operators, and majority agreement among the Mechanical Turk
results was required to classify a frame; a small percentage (ǉǉƻ) of unclassiėed frames
were ignored. We extraČed frames at ƥƤ second intervals for the experiment, for a total
of ƦƪƤƪ frames that were classiėed into Ƭ classes (See Fig. ǎ.Ǎ.ǉ).
ĉen we performed leave-one-out cross-validation: for each video, we compared its
Ǐǉ
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Figure 6.5.1: Confusion matrices for classiﬁcation on the Conan O’Brien data set
using our method (top left), frame similarity only (top right), best oﬀset (bottom
left), and random assignment (bottom right) for alignment. Average classiﬁcation
rates for individual classes are shown on the diagonal. Oﬀ the diagonal, entry (i; j) is
the percentage of frames from class i incorrectly identiﬁed as class j. As can be seen,
our method consistently out-performs the other methods.
ǏǊ
per-frame class assignments againﬆ the consensus classiėcation from correĝonding
frames in other (aligned) videos. For a given primary frame, consensus classiėcation
among the (v  ƥ) aligned secondary frames is taken to be the mode among those class
assignments. In the context of the browsing companion, we consider an alignment
good when the moﬆ common content (class) across the secondaries occurs in the
primary window as well.
We repeated the experiment with four diﬀerent alignment methods that include
random frame matching, frame similarity only (s = ƥ), beﬆ oﬀset (s = 1) and our
method (s = ƪ). In the random case, frames are matched at random and this serves as
a sanity check for our teﬆ. ĉe frame similarity only method does not take temporal
information into account, which means that there tend to be many cuts. ĉe beﬆ oﬀset
method, on the other hand, does not allow for any cuts in the video, and so only a
single shiĜ between the two videos is explored. Finally, our method oﬀers a trade-oﬀ
between frame similarity and temporal continuity. As the results in Fig. ǎ.Ǎ.ǉ show, our
method scored the higheﬆ in this experiment.
Some observations are in order. Firﬆ, our method performs the beﬆ, even beĨer
than the frame-similarity-only measure. ĉis is because our method beneėts from
larger temporal support for identifying longer segments that leads to more robuﬆ
matching. However, this temporal support reĝeČs transitions; we get smoothing from
the HMM but are ﬆill able to transition with precision in the alignment. Of particular
intereﬆ is the “credits” class; portions of the opening credits vary from episode to
episode, depending on, e.g., who the gueﬆs are that night, but a lot of the credits ﬆay
the same; this was enough for our method to correČly classify a much larger
percentage of the frames.
ǎ.Ǎ.ǋ LĽŁĽŉĵŉĽŃłň
Ours is a simple appearance model based on similar-scene matching over the entire
frame, using descriptors that have been successfully applied to classiėcation and
similar-scene matching. ĉis simple model certainly does not work for all cases.
However the main algorithms in this work are, for the moﬆ part, independent of the
choice of appearance model. More sophiﬆicated models based on face, objeČ, and
aČion deteČion, or those which are more are robuﬆ to signiėcant diﬀerences in
scale/orientation than our current model, could easily be plugged into the syﬆem to
Ǐǋ
provide alternative modes of browsing (i.e., by replacing the f funČion). But regardless
of the choice, the browsing experience will be limited by the quality of this model.
When browsing with a given primary video, irrelevant content in secondary
windows can appear for a number of reasons. ĉis will occur when the appearance
model fails to give high similarity scores to relevant content in other videos, or when
very short segments of the primary are ignored in favor of smoothness in the HMM. It
will also occur when there is no similar content in the colleČion. Additionally, we only
show a ėxed set of aligned secondary videos for a given primary; when there is locally
relevant content in a lower-ranked secondary video, it will not be shown.
ǎ.Ǎ.ǌ SŊŁŁĵŇŏ
ĉis chapter presented novel methods for browsing and summarizing colleČions of
related videos, where all-pairs alignment provides information for ﬆruČuring video
previews in the browser and video segments in summary results. ĉis allows for a new
method of video browsing based on concurrent video preview of aligned videos, as well
as novel modes of video summarization not possible with single-video analysis alone.
In the next chapter, we return to the realm of editing, this time, replacing faces in video.
ĉis work continues the trend of making graphics tasks easier and more accessible to
novice users, as well as exploiting exiﬆing multimedia data via retargeting and reuse.
Ǐǌ
7
Video Face Replacement
TĹķļłĽŅŊĹň for manipulating and replacing faces in photographs have maturedto the point that realiﬆic results can be obtained with minimal user input
(e.g., [Ǌ, ǉǉ, ǑǑ]). Face replacement in video, however, poses signiėcant challenges due
to the complexity of facial geometry as well as our perceptual sensitivity to both the
ﬆatic and dynamic elements of faces. As a result, current syﬆems require complex
hardware and signiėcant user intervention to achieve a suﬃcient level of realism
(e.g., [ǋ]).
ĉis chapter¹ presents a method for face replacement in video that achieves
high-quality results using a simple acquisition process. Unlike previous work, our
approach assumes inexpensive hardware and requires minimal user intervention. Using
a single camera and simple illumination, we capture source video that will be inserted
into a target video (Fig. Ǐ.ǈ.ǉ). We track the face in both the source and target videos
using a ǋDmultilinear model. ĉen we warp the source video in bothĝace and time to
align it to the target. Finally, we blend the videos by computing an optimal
¹Please see www.youtube.com/watch?v=rTvdvNNiCVI for the accompanying video.
ǏǍ
(a) Source (b) Target (c) Aligned
(d)ĉree frames of the blended result
Figure 7.0.1: Our method for face replacement requires only single-camera video of
the source (a) and target (b) subject, which allows for simple acquisition and reuse
of existing footage. We track both performances with a multilinear morphable model
then spatially and temporally align the source face to the target footage (c). We then
compute an optimal seam for gradient domain compositing that minimizes bleeding
and ﬂickering in the ﬁnal result (d).
Ǐǎ
ĝatio-temporal seam and a novel mesh-centric gradient domain blending technique.
Our syﬆem replaces all or part of the face in the target video with that from the
source video. Source and target can have the same person or two diﬀerent subjeČs.
ĉey can contain similar performances or two very diﬀerent performances. And either
the source or the target can be exiﬆing (i.e., uncontrolled) footage, as long as the face
poses (i.e., rotation and translation) are approximately the same. ĉis leads to a
handful of unique and useful scenarios in ėlm and video editing where video face
replacement can be applied.
For example, it is common for multiple takes of the same scene to be shot in close
succession during a television or movie shoot. While the timing of performances
across takes is very similar, subtle variations in the aČor’s inĚeČion or expression
diﬆinguish one take from the other. Inﬆead of choosing the single beﬆ take for the
ėnal cut, our syﬆem can combine, e.g., the mouth performance from one take and the
eyes, brow, and expressions from another to produce a video montage.
A related scenario is dubbing, where the source and target subjeČ are the same, and
the source video depiČs an aČor in a ﬆudio recording a foreign language track for the
target footage shot on location. ĉe resulting video face replacement can be far
superior to the common approach of replacing the audio track only. In contraﬆ to
multi-take video montage, the timing of the dubbing source is completely diﬀerent and
the target face is typically fully replaced, although partial replacement of juﬆ the mouth
performance is possible, too.
Another useful scenario involves retargeting exiﬆing footage to produce a sequence
that combines an exiﬆing backdrop with a new face or places an exiﬆing aČor’s facial
performance into new footage. Here the new footage is shot using the old footage as an
audiovisual guide such that the timing of the performances roughly matches. Our
video-based method is particularly suitable in this case because we have no control
over the capture of the exiﬆing footage.
A ėnal scenario is replacement, where the target facial performance is replaced with
an arbitrary source performance by a diﬀerent subjeČ. ĉis is useful, for example,
when replacing a ﬆunt aČor’s face, captured in a dangerous environment, with the ﬆar
aČor’s face, recorded in a safe ﬆudio seĨing. In contraﬆ to retargeting, where the
source footage is shot using the target as an audiovisual guide to roughly match the
timings, the performance of the source and target can be very diﬀerent, similar to
dubbing but with diﬀerent subjeČs.
ǏǏ
Furthermore, it is entertaining for amateurs to put faces of friends and family into
popular movies or music videos. Indeed, an aČive community of users on YouTube has
formed to share such videos deĝite the current manual process of creating them (e.g.,
search for “Obama Dance Oﬀ”). Our video face replacement syﬆem would certainly
beneėt these users by dramatically simplifying the currently labor-intensive process of
making these videos.
Video face replacement has advantages over replacing the entire body or the head in
video. Full body replacement typically requires chroma key compositing (i.e., green
screening) or rotoscoping to separate the body from the video. Head replacement is
diﬃcult due to the complexities of determining an appropriate maĨe in regions
containing hair. Exiﬆing methods for both body and head replacement require
expensive equipment, signiėcant manual work, or both [ǋ]. Such methods are not
praČical in an amateur seĨing and are also time consuming and challenging for
professionals.
Our syﬆem does rely on a few assumptions about the input videos. It works beﬆ
when the illumination in the source and target videos is similar. However, we mitigate
this limitation by ėnding a coherent ĝatio-temporal seam for blending that minimizes
the diﬀerences between the source and target videos (Sec. Ǐ.ǌ). Second, we assume
that the pose of faces in the source and target videos isƨƩo from frontal, otherwise
automatic tracking and alignment of the faces will fail (Sec. Ǐ.Ǌ). ĉis assumption
could be waived by employing user assiﬆance during tracking.
ĉe main contribution of this chapter is a new syﬆem for video face replacement
that does not require expensive equipment or signiėcant user intervention. We
developed a novel ĝatio-temporal seam ėnding technique that works on meshes for
optimal coherent blending results. We demonﬆrate the applicability of our approach
on a number of examples in four scenarios: video montage (Fig. Ǐ.Ǎ.ǉ), dubbing
(Fig. Ǐ.Ǎ.Ǌ), retargeting (Figs. Ǐ.ǈ.ǉ and Ǐ.Ǎ.Ǎ), and replacement (Fig. Ǐ.Ǎ.ǌ). We
present results of a user ﬆudy onMechanical Turk that demonﬆrates that our syﬆem is
suﬃcient for plausible face replacement and diﬃcult to diﬆinguish from real footage
(Sec. Ǐ.Ǎ).
Ǐǐ
Figure 7.0.2: An overview of our method. (a) Existing footage or single camera
video serves as input source and target videos. (b) Both sequences are tracked and
(c) optionally retimed to temporally align the performances. (d) The source face is
spatially aligned in the target video. (e) An optimal seam is computed through the
target video to minimize blending artifacts, and (f) the ﬁnal composite is created with
gradient-domain blending.
Ǐ.ǉ OŋĹŇŋĽĹŌ
Figure Ǐ.ǈ.Ǌ shows an overview of our method. In order to replace a source face with a
target face, we ėrﬆ model and track facial performances of both source and target with
the multilinear method and data of Vlasic et al. [ǉǈǑ]. ĉeir method eﬆimates a
multilinear model from ǋD face scans of diﬀerent identities, expressions, and ĝeech
articulations (i.e., visemes). It tracks parameters for these aĨributes and the ǋD pose of
the face (given as a rotation, translation, and scale) over a video sequence. At each
frame, the pose, the multilinear model, and its parameters can be used to generate a ǋD
mesh that matches the geometry of the subjeČ’s face. A suﬃcient approximate ėt is
obtainable even for new faces that are not present in the original dataset. We
reprocessed the original training data from Vlasic et al. covering ǉǎ identities Ǎ
expressions Ǎ visemes–a total of ǌǈǈ face scans–placing them into correĝondence
with a face mesh that extends beyond the jaw and chin regions (Sec. Ǐ.Ǎ).
In some scenarios it is important that the timing of the facial performance matches
precisely in the source and the target footage. However, it might be very tedious to
match these timings exaČly as demonﬆrated by the numerous takes that are typically
necessary to obtain compelling voiceovers (e.g., when re-recording a dialog for a ėlm.)
Inﬆead, we only require a coarse synchronization between source and target videos
ǏǑ
and automatically retime the footage to generate a precise match for the replacement.
AĜer tracking and retiming, we blend the source performance into the target video
to produce the ėnal result. ĉis blending makes use of gradient-domain compositing to
merge the source aČor’s face into the target video. While gradient domain compositing
can produce realiﬆic seamless results, the quality of the composite is oĜen tied to the
seam along which the blend is computed. Using an arbitrary seam is known to lead to
bleeding artifaČs. To minimize these artifaČs we automatically compute an optimal
ĝatio-temporal seam through the source and target that minimizes the diﬀerence
across the seam on the face mesh and ensure that the regions being combined are
compatible. In the second ﬆage we use this seam to merge the gradients and recover
the ėnal composite video. For the results shown in this chapter, each of which is about
ǉǈ seconds, processing requires about Ǌǈ minutes.
Ǐ.Ǌ FĵķĹ TŇĵķĿĽłĻ
Ǐ.Ǌ.ǉ IłńŊŉ
Footage for all examples, except those that reuse exiﬆing footage, was captured with a
Canon TǊi camera with ǐǍ mm and Ǎǈ mm lenses at ǋǈ frames per second. In-lab
sequences were lit with ǋǈǈW ﬆudio lights placed on the leĜ and right and in front of
the subjeČ, soĜened by umbrella reĚeČors. When appropriate, we used the target
video as an audio-visual guide during capture of the source (or vice versa) to
approximately match timing. All such examples in this chapter were captured in ǉ-Ǌ
takes. For pose, aČors were simply inﬆruČed to face the camera; natural head motion
is accounted for with tracking.
Ǐ.Ǌ.Ǌ TŇĵķĿĽłĻ
To track a face across a sequence of frames, the method of Vlasic et al. [ǉǈǑ] computes
the pose and aĨribute parameters of the multilinear face model that beﬆ explain the
optical Ěow between adjacent frames in the sequence. ĉe multilinear face modelM ,
anN-mode tensor with a total of ƧKDƦ : : :DN elements (whereK is the number
of vertices in a single face mesh), is obtained viaN-mode singular value decomposition
(N-mode SVD) from theN-mode data tensor containing the vertex positions of the
original scan data (the Cartesian produČ over expression, viseme, and identity).
ǐǈ
With the multilinear model in hand, the original face data can be interpolated or
extrapolated to generate a new face as
f =M Ʀ w>Ʀ Ƨ w>Ƨ ƨ w>ƨ ; (Ǐ.ǉ)
where mode ǉ correĝonds to vertex positions in the ǌ-mode model,wi is aDi  ƥ
column veČor of parameters for the aĨribute correĝonding to the ith mode (i.e., one
of expression, viseme, or identity), f is a ƧK-element column veČor of new vertex
positions, and then operator is the mode-n produČ, deėned between a tensor and a
matrix. We refer the reader to Vlasic et al. [ǉǈǑ] for more details.
Ǐ.Ǌ.ǋ IłĽŉĽĵŀĽŐĵŉĽŃł
Since tracking is based on optical Ěow, initialization is critical, as errors in the
initialization will be propagated throughout the sequence. Moreover, tracking can go
aﬆray on troublesome frames, e.g., due to motion blur, extreme pose change, high
frequency lighting, or occlusions. ĉerefore, we also provide a simple user interface
that can ensure good initialization and can correČ tracking for troublesome frames.
ĉe interface allows the user to adjuﬆ positions of markers on the eyes, eyebrows,
nose, mouth, and jawline, from which the beﬆ-ėt pose and model parameters are
computed. ĉe user can alternate between adjuﬆing pose and each aĨribute
individually; typically, ǉ iteration of each is suﬃcient for good initialization
(Fig. Ǐ.Ǌ.ǉ).
We ﬆart by automatically deteČing the face [ǉǈǏ]. Next, we localize facial
features [ǋǌ] (e.g., the corners of the mouth, eyes, and nose) in the ėrﬆ frame of a
sequence. ĉen, we compute the initial pose that beﬆ aligns the deteČed features with
the correĝonding source features in the face mesh. ĉis initial face mesh is generated
from the multilinear model using a user-ĝeciėed set of initial aĨributes correĝonding
to the moﬆ appropriate expression, viseme, and identity.
Holding all but one aĨribute’s parameters ėxed, we can projeČ the multilinear
modelM onto the subĝace correĝonding to the remaining aĨribute, e.g., for the
third aĨribute:
AƧ =M Ʀ w>Ʀ ƨ w>ƨ ; (Ǐ.Ǌ)
for the ƧK DƧ matrix AƧ. Given Ai and a column veČor g of target vertex positions,
ǐǉ
Figure 7.2.1: User interface for tracking. To reﬁne the initialization or correct track-
ing at a speciﬁc key frame, the user can adjust a few markers on the face to adjust
pose, expression, or viseme.
we can compute parameters for the ith aĨribute that beﬆ ėt the target geometry as
argmin
wi
kg  AiwikƦ: (Ǐ.ǋ)
ĉe leaﬆ squares solution to Eq. Ǐ.ǋ is given as
wi = (A>i Ai) ƥA>i g: (Ǐ.ǌ)
To ėt parameters for the ith aĨribute to image ĝace markers, we take the subset of the
multilinear model correĝonding to the (x; y) coordinates of mesh vertices that should
align to the markers and apply Eq. Ǐ.ǌ, populating g with marker positions,
transformed to the coordinate frame of the model via an inverse pose transformation.
While multilinear tracking does well at tracking expression and viseme, which vary
from frame to frame, we found that identity, which is computed over the full sequence
and held conﬆant, was not. Even aĜer multiple iterations of tracking, each of which
updates identity parameters, those parameters changed very liĨle from their initial
values. ĉis caused signiėcant problems when tracking with a full face model, where it
is critical that the mesh covers the subjeČ’s entire face, and only their face (no
background) over the entire sequence. ĉerefore it is important to have an accurate
initialization of identity.
We employ the FaceGenModeller [ǑǊ] in order to obtain a beĨer initialization of
ǐǊ
the identity parameters. FaceGen generates a ǋDmesh based on a frontal face image
and, optionally, a proėle image. ĉe input images can be extraČed from the original
video sequences or downloaded from the Internet when reusing exiﬆing footage. ĉe
input images need to depiČ the subjeČ with a closed-mouth neutral expression.
FaceGen requires minimal user input to ĝecify about ǉǈ markers per image. All
meshes created by FaceGen are themselves in correĝondence. ĉerefore, we can
regiﬆer the FaceGen mesh with the multilinear model using the same template-ėĨing
procedure [ǉǈǑ] we used to regiﬆer the original scan data. We then ėt the multilinear
model to the regiﬆered FaceGen mesh using procruﬆes alignments to our current
beﬆ-ėt mesh and using Eqs. Ǐ.ǋ and Ǐ.ǌ to solve for the beﬆ-ėt identity parameters. In
this optimization we only use about ǉ percent of the original mesh vertices. ĉe
process typically converges in ǉǈ iterations.
Ǐ.Ǌ.ǌ KĹŏ ĺŇĵŁĽłĻ
We can use the same interface (Fig. Ǐ.Ǌ.ǉ) for adjuﬆing pose and aĨribute parameters
at ĝeciėc key frames where automatic tracking fails. Firﬆ, we track the subsequences
between each pair of user-adjuﬆed key frames in both the forward and reverse
direČions and linearly interpolate the two results. We then perform additional tracking
iterations on the full sequence to reėne pose and parameter eﬆimates across key frame
boundaries. Note that none of the results shown in the chapter required key framing.
Ǐ.ǋ SńĵŉĽĵŀ ĵłĸ TĹŁńŃŇĵŀ AŀĽĻłŁĹłŉ
Ǐ.ǋ.ǉ SńĵŉĽĵŀ ĵŀĽĻłŁĹłŉ
From an image sequence I, where I(x; t) denotes the value at pixel position x in frame t,
tracking produces a sequence of aĨribute parameters and pose transformations. For
each frame t, f(t) is the column veČor of vertex positions computed from aĨribute
parameters at time t using Eq. Ǐ.ǉ, and fi(t), the ith vertex at time t. Per-frame pose
consiﬆs of a scale s, Ƨ Ƨ rotation matrix R, and a translation veČor t that together
transform the face meshes into their tracked positions in image ĝace coordinates.
Subscripts S and T denote source and target, reĝeČively.
To align the source face in the target frame, we use the face geometry from the
source sequence and pose from the target sequence. ĉat is, for frame t, the aligned
ǐǋ
position of the ith source vertex position is given as
f0i;S(t) = sT(t)RT(t)fi;S(t) + tT(t) (Ǐ.Ǎ)
We also take texture from the source image IS; texture coordinates are computed
similarly to Eq. Ǐ.Ǎ using inﬆead both source geometry and source pose.
While we track the full face mesh in both source and target sequences, the user may
choose to replace only part of the target face, for example, in the multi-take video
montage result in Fig. Ǐ.Ǎ.ǉ. In this case, the user either seleČs from a predeėned set of
masks – eyes, eyes and nose, or mouth – or paints an arbitrary mask on the face. In
these cases, f0S represents only those vertices within the user-ĝeciėed mask.
Ǐ.ǋ.Ǌ RĹŉĽŁĽłĻ
We retime the footage using Dynamic TimeWarping (DTW) [ǐǉ]. DTW is a dynamic
programming algorithm that seeks a monotonic mapping between two sequences that
minimizes the total coﬆ of pairwise mappings. ĉe output of DTW provides a
reordering of one sequence to beﬆ match the other. Here we deėne pairwise coﬆ
between source and target frames according to the motion of the mouth in each frame.
We found that computing coﬆ based on motion inﬆead of absolute position was more
robuﬆ across diﬀerences in mouth shape and articulation in diﬀerent subjeČs.
Speciėcally, for the loop of vertices along the interior of the upper and lower lip, we
compare the average minimum Euclidean diﬆance between the ėrﬆ partial derivatives
with reĝeČ to time. Comparing velocity of mouth vertices for this ﬆep, as opposed to
position, ensures robuﬆness to diﬀerences in mouth shape between source and target.
We compute these partial derivatives using ėrﬆ order diﬀerencing on the original
vertex positions without transforming to image ĝace. Letmi;S(tƥ) andmj;T(tƦ) be the
partial derivatives for the ith vertex in the source mouth at time tƥ and the jth vertex in
the target mouth at time tƦ , reĝeČively. ĉen the coﬆ of mapping source frame tƥ to
target frame tƦ for DTW isX
i
min
j
jjmi;S(tƥ) mj;T(tƦ)jj+minj jjmj;S(tƥ) mi;T(tƦ)jj: (Ǐ.ǎ)
DTW does not consider temporal continuity. ĉe resulting mapping may include
‘ﬆairﬆepping’, where a given frame is repeated multiple times, followed by a
ǐǌ
non-consecutive frame, which appears unnatural in the retimed video. We smooth the
mapping with a low-pass ėlter and round the result to the neareﬆ integer frame. ĉis
maintains suﬃcient synchronization while removing discontinuities. While there are
more sophiﬆicated methods that can direČly enforce continuity e.g., HiddenMarkov
Models (HMMs), as well as those for temporal resampling, we found this approach to
be faﬆ and well-suited to our input data, where timing is already fairly close.
Since the timing of the original source and target videos is already close, the
mapping can be applied from source to target and vice versa (for example, to maintain
important motion in the background of the target or to capture the subtle timing of the
source aČor’s performance.) For simplicity, in the following seČions fS(t) and fT(t), as
well as their correĝonding texture coordinates and texture data, refer to the retimed
sequences when retiming is employed and to the original sequences when it is not.
Fig. Ǐ.ǋ.ǉ highlights the result of retiming inputs with dialog with DTW.
Ǐ.ǌ BŀĹłĸĽłĻ
Ǐ.ǌ.ǉ OńŉĽŁĵŀ SĹĵŁ FĽłĸĽłĻ
Having aligned the source face texture to the target face, we would like to create a truly
photo-realiﬆic composite by blending the two together. While this can be
accomplishing using gradient-domain fusion [Ǐǎ], we need to ĝecify the region from
the aligned video that needs to be blended into the target video, or alternatively, the
seam that demarcates the region in the composite that comes from the target video
from the region that comes from the aligned video. While the edge of face mesh could
be used as the seam, in many cases it cuts across features in the video leading to
artifaČs such as bleeding (see Fig. Ǐ.ǌ.ǉ). In addition, this seam needs to be ĝeciėed in
every frame of the composite video, making it very tedious for the user to do.
We solve this problem by automatically eﬆimating a seam in ĝace-time that
minimizes the diﬀerences between the aligned and target videos, thereby avoiding
bleeding artifaČs. While a similar issue has been addressed in previous
work [Ǌ, ǍǊ, Ǎǐ], our problem has two important diﬀerences. Firﬆ, the faces we are
blending oĜen undergo large (rigid and non-rigid) transformations, and the seam
computation needs to be handle this. Second, it is important that the seam be
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Figure 7.3.1: Motion of the center vertex of the lower lip for source and target be-
fore retiming (a) and after (b). Corresponding cropped frames before and after retim-
ing (c).
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(a) Naive blending (b) Image ĝace seam (c) Mesh ĝace seam (d) Our method
Figure 7.4.1: Seam computation for blending. The face mask boundary (blue), user-
speciﬁed region to be preserved (red), and the optimal seam (green) are marked in
each source frame. (a) Directly blending the source and target produces results with
strong bleeding artifacts. (b) Computing a seam in image space improves results sub-
stantially but does not vary as pose and expression change. (c) A seam computed on
the mesh can track these variations but may lead to ﬂickering artifacts without addi-
tional constraints. (d) Enforcing temporal coherence minimizes these artifacts.
ǐǏ
temporally coherent to ensure that the composited region does not change
subﬆantially from frame to frame leading to Ěickering artifaČs (see Fig. Ǐ.ǌ.ǉ).
Our algorithm incorporates these requirements in a novel graph-cut framework that
eﬆimates the optimal seam on the face mesh. For every frame in the video, we compute
a closed polygon on the face mesh that separates the source region from the target
region; projeČing this polygon onto the frame gives us ths correĝonding image-ğace
seam. Eﬆimating the seam inmesh-ğace helps us handle our two requirements. Firﬆ,
when the face deforms in the source and target videos, the face mesh deforms to track
it without any changes in its topology. ĉe mesh already accounts for these
deformations, making the seam computation invariant to these changes. For example,
when a subjeČ talks, the vertices correĝonding to his lips remain the same, while their
positions change. ĉus, a polygon correĝonding to these vertices deėnes a
time-varying seam that ﬆays true to the motion of the mouth. Second, eﬆimating the
seam on the mesh allows us to enforce temporal conﬆraints that encourage the seam to
pass through the same vertices over time. Since the face vertices track the same face
features over time this means that same parts of the face are preserved from the source
video in every frame.
We formulate the optimal seam computation as a problem of labeling the vertices of
the face mesh as belonging to the source or target video. We do this by conﬆruČing a
graph on the basis of the face mesh and computing the min-cut of this graph. ĉe
nodes of this graph correĝond to the vertices in the face aligned mesh over time (i.e.,
fi(t)8i; t). ĉe edges in the graph consiﬆ of ĝatial edges correĝonding to the edges in
the mesh (i.e., all the edges between a vertex fi(t) and its neighbor fj(t)) as well as
temporal edges between correĝonding vertices from frame to frame (i.e., between fi(t)
and fi(t+ ƥ)).
Similar to previous work on graphcut textures [Ǎǐ] and photomontage [Ǌ], we want
the seam to cut through edges where the diﬀerences between the source and target
video frames are minimal. ĉis is done by seĨing the weights on the ĝatial edges in the
graph between neighboring vertices fi(t) and fj(t) as:
Ws(fi(t); fj(t)) = jjIS(fi(t); t)  IT(fi(t); t)jj (Ǐ.Ǐ)
+jjIS(fj(t); t)  IT(fj(t); t)jj
When both the source and the target videos have very similar pixel values at vertices
ǐǐ
fi(t) and fj(t), the correĝonding weight term takes on a very small value. ĉis makes it
favorable for a min-cut to cut across this this edge.
We would also like the seam to ﬆay temporally coherent to ensure that the ėnal
composite does not Ěicker. We ensure this by seĨing the weights for the temporal
edges of the graph as follows:
Wt(fi(t); fi(t+ ƥ)) = W(fi(t+ ƥ); fi(t)) (Ǐ.ǐ)
= λ(jjIS(fi(t); t)  IS(fi(t); t+ ƥ)jj ƥ
+jjIT(fi; t)  ITfi; t+ ƥ)jj ƥ);
where λ is used to control the inĚuence of the temporal coherence. Unlike the ĝatial
weights, these weights are conﬆruČed to have high values when the appearance of the
vertices doesn’t change much over time. If the appearance of vertex fi(t) does not
change over time in either the source or target video, this weight term takes on a large
value, thus making it unlikely that the min-cut would pass through this edge, thus
ensuring that this vertex has the same label over time. However, if the appearance of
the vertex does change (due to the appearance of features such as hair, eyebrows, etc.),
the temporal weight drops. ĉis makes the seam temporally coherent while retaining
the ability to shiĜ to avoid features that cause large diﬀerences in intensity values. In
praČice, we set λ as the ratio of the sum of the ĝatial and temporal weights, i.e.,
λ =
P
i;j;t Ws(fi(t); fj(t); t)=
P
i;j;t Wt(fi(t); fi(t+ ƥ)). ĉis ensures that the ĝatial and
temporal terms are weighted approximately equally.
ĉe vertices on the boundary of the face mesh in every frame are labeled as target
vertices as they deėnitely come from the target videos. Similarly, a small set of vertices
in the interior of the mesh are labeled as source vertices. ĉis set can be direČly
ĝeciėed by the user in one single frame.
Having conﬆruČed this graph, we use the alpha-expansion algorithm [ǉǎ] to label
the mesh vertices as belonging to the either the source or target videos. ĉe
conﬆruČion of the graph ensures that, in every frame, the graph-cut seam forms a
closed polygon that separates the target vertices from the source vertices. From these
labels we can explicitly compute this closed polygon
@P(t) = fpƤ(t); pƥ(t);    ; pmt(t)g for every frame. In addition, we also projeČ these
labels onto the frames to compute the correĝonding image-ĝace mask for
compositing.
ǐǑ
Fig. Ǐ.ǌ.ǉ shows the results of eﬆimating the seam using our technique on an
example video sequence. As can be seen in this example, using the edge of the face
mesh as the seam leads to ﬆrong bleeding artifaČs. Computing an optimal seam
ensures that these artifaČs don’t occur. However, without temporal coherence, the
optimal seam ”jumps” from frame to frame, leading to Ěickering in the video. By
computing the seam on the mesh using our combination of ĝatial and temporal
weights we are able to produce a realiﬆic composite that ﬆays coherent over time.
Ǐ.ǌ.Ǌ CŃŁńŃňĽŉĽłĻ
Having eﬆimated the optimal seam for compositing, we blend the source and target
videos using gradient-domain fusion. We do this using a recently proposed technique
that uses mean value coordinates [ǋǎ] to interpolate the diﬀerences between the
source and target frames along the boundary. We re-use the face mesh to interpolate
these diﬀerences. In particular, for every frame of the video, we compute the
diﬀerences between source and target frames along the seam @P(t), and interpolate
them at the remaining source vertices using mean value coordinates. ĉese diﬀerences
are then projeČed onto the image and added to the source video to compute the ėnal
blended composite video.
Ǐ.Ǎ RĹňŊŀŉň ĵłĸ DĽňķŊňňĽŃł
Ǐ.Ǎ.ǉ RĹňŊŀŉň
We show results for a number of diﬀerent subjeČs, capture conditions, and replacement
scenarios. Fig. Ǐ.Ǎ.ǉ shows multi-take video montage examples, both shot outdoors
with a handheld camera. Fig. Ǐ.Ǎ.Ǌ shows dubbing results of a translation scenario,
where the source and target depiČ the same subjeČĝeaking in diﬀerent languages,
with source captured in a ﬆudio seĨing and target captured outdoors. Figs. Ǐ.Ǎ.ǌ shows
a replacement result with diﬀerent source and target subjeČs and notably diﬀerent
performances. Fig. Ǐ.Ǎ.Ǎ shows a retargeting result with diﬀerent subjeČs, where the
target was used as an audiovisual guide and the source retimed to match the target.
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Figure 7.5.1: Multi-take video montages. (a) Two handheld takes of the same dialog
and (b) two handheld takes of poetry recitation. (top) Cropped source (retimed) and
target frames (left and right, resp.) with the region to be replaced marked in the ﬁrst
target frame. (bottom) Frames from the blended result that combine the target pose,
background, and mouth with the source eyes and expression.
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Figure 7.5.2: Dubbing. (top) Cropped source and target frames (left and right,
resp.) from an indoor recording of dialog in English and an outdoor recording in
Hindi, respectively. (bottom) Frames from the blended result. Diﬀerences in light-
ing and mouth/chin position between source and target are seamlessly combined in
the result.
Ǐ.Ǎ.Ǌ UňĹŇ ĽłŉĹŇĵķŉĽŃł
Although the majority of our syﬆem is automatic, some user interaČion is required.
ĉis includes placing markers in FaceGen, adjuﬆing markers for tracking initialization,
and ĝecifying the initial blending mask. InteraČion in FaceGen required Ǌ-ǋ minutes
per subjeČ. Tracking initialization was performed in less than a minute for all videos
used in our results; the amount of interaČion here depends on the accuracy of the
automatic face deteČion and the degree to which the subjeČ’s expression and viseme
diﬀer from closed-mouth neutral. Finally, ĝecifying the mask for blending in the ėrﬆ
frame of every example took between ǋǈ seconds and ǉ minute. For any given result,
total interaČion time is therefore on the order of a few minutes, which is signiėcantly
less than what would be required using exiﬆing video compositing methods.
Ǐ.Ǎ.ǋ CŃŁńĵŇĽňŃł ŌĽŉļ VŀĵňĽķ Ĺŉ ĵŀ. [ǉǈǑ]
We reprocessed the original scan data [ǉǈǑ] to place it into correĝondence with a face
mesh that covers the full face, including the jaw. ĉis was done for two reasons. Firﬆ,
the original model only covered the interior of the face; this reﬆriČed us to scenarios
ǑǊ
where the timing of the source and target’s mouth motion muﬆmatch exaČly. While
this is the case for multi-take montage and some dubbing scenarios when the ĝeech is
the same in both source and target videos, it presents a problem for other situations
when the motion of the target jaw and source mouth do not match. For these situations
– changing the language during dubbing or in arbitrary face replacements – a full face
model is necessary so that the source’s jaw can also be transferred (Fig. Ǐ.Ǎ.ǋ a).
Second, our experience using the original interior-only face model conėrmed earlier
psychological ﬆudies that had concluded that face shape is one of the ﬆronger cues for
identity. When source and target subjeČs diﬀer, replacing the interior of the face was
not always suﬃcient to convey the identity of the source subjeČ, particularly when
source and target face shapes diﬀer signiėcantly.
In Vlasic et al., face texture can come from either the source or the target, and
morphable model parameters can be a mixture of source and target. When the target
texture is used, as in their puppetry application, blending the warped texture is
relatively easy. However, the expressiveness of the result ﬆems exclusively from the
morphable model, which is limited and lacks the detail and nuances of real facial
performances in video. On the other hand, taking face texture from the source makes
the task of blending far more diﬃcult; as can be seen in Fig. Ǐ.ǌ.ǉ, the naïve blending of
source face texture into the target used in Vlasic et al. produces bleeding and Ěickering
artifaČs that are mitigated with our seam ėnding and blending method.
Ǐ.Ǎ.ǌ UňĹŇ ňŉŊĸŏ
To quantitatively and objeČively evaluate our syﬆem, we ran a user ﬆudy using
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. Our teﬆ set consiﬆed of Ǌǌ videos: ǉǈ unmodiėed videos,
ǉǈ videos with replaced faces, and four additional videos designed to verify that the
subjeČs were watching the videos and not simply clicking on random reĝonses. All
videos were presented at ƪƨƤ ƧƪƤ pixels for ėve seconds and then disappeared from
the page to prevent the subjeČ from analyzing the ėnal frame.
ĉe subjeČs were informed that the video they viewed was either “captured direČly
by a video camera” or “manipulated by a computer program.” ĉey were asked to
reĝond to the ﬆatement “ĉis video was captured direČly by a video camera” by
choosing a reĝonse from a ėve-point Likert scale: ﬆrongly agree (Ǎ), agree (ǌ), neither
agree nor disagree (ǋ), disagree (Ǌ), or ﬆrongly disagree (ǉ). We colleČed ǌǈ diﬆinČ
Ǒǋ
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Figure 7.5.3: Failure cases. (a) Split frame of two nearby frames in a blended re-
sult where the model does not cover the full faceƥ. (b) When the tracking fails, the
source content for replacement is distorted, seen here after alignment. (c) Signiﬁcant
diﬀerences in lighting between source and target lead to an unrealistic blended re-
sult, where the lighting on the right is darker on the source face but not in the target
environment.
opinions per video and paid the subjeČs $Ƥ:Ƥƨ per opinion per video. ĉe additional
four videos began with similar footage as the reﬆ but then inﬆruČed the subjeČs to
click a ĝeciėc reĝonse, e.g., ‘agree’, to verify that they were paying aĨention. SubjeČs
who did not reĝond as inﬆruČed to these videos were discarded from the ﬆudy.
Approximately Ǌǈ opinions per video remained aĜer removing these users.
ĉe average reĝonse for the face-replaced videos was ƨ:ƥ, indicating that the
subjeČs believed the videos were captured direČly by a camera and were not
manipulated by a computer program. ĉe average reĝonse for the authentic videos
was ƨ:Ƨ, indicating a slightly ﬆronger belief that the videos were captured by a camera.
None of the face-replaced videos had a median score below ƨ and three of the videos
had a median score of Ʃ. ĉese results indicate that our method can produce
convincing videos that look similar to those coming direČly from a camera.
Ǐ.Ǎ.Ǎ LĽŁĽŉĵŉĽŃłň
Our approach is not without limitations (Fig. Ǐ.Ǎ.ǋ). Tracking is based on optical Ěow,
which requires that the lighting change slowly over the face. High frequency lighting,
¹Target frame from www.whitehouse.gov.
Ǒǌ
such as hard shadows, muﬆ be avoided to ensure good tracking. Additionally, the
method assumes an orthographic camera; while eﬆimation of parameters of a more
sophiﬆicated camera model is possible, we use the simple model and shot our input
videos with longer focal lengths that beĨer approximate an orthographic projeČion.
Finally, tracking oĜen degrades beyond the range of poses outsideƨƩo from frontal.
Even with successful tracking, the geometric ėt can cause artifaČs in the ėnal result.
For example, the ėt is sometimes insuﬃcient for the large pose diﬀerences between
source and target. ĉis is particularly noticeable in the nose area when, for example,
the head is signiėcantly tilted downwards, causing the nose to diﬆort slightly.
Pose is also conﬆrained to be suﬃciently similar between source and target to
prevent occluded regions in the source face from appearing in the pose-transformed
target frame. For cases where we have control over source acquisition, the source
subjeČ can be captured in a frontal pose as we do here, or in a pose similar to the target,
both ensuring no occluded regions. However when exiﬆing footage is used as the
source, it is necessary to ensure compatible pose between source and target. ĉis issue
could be alleviated by automatic or user-assiﬆed inpainting that derives the missing
texture fromĝatially and temporally adjacent pixels in the video sequence.
In all examples shown here, source / target pairs are of the same gender and
approximate age and thus of roughly similar proportions. Any diﬀerence in face shape
can be accounted for by a single global scale to ensure the source face covers the target.
For vaﬆly diﬀerent face shape, e.g., a child and adult, this may not be suﬃcient.
However it is plausible to add a ǊD warping ﬆep, similar to that used in [Ǎǉ], that
warps the target face and nearby background to match the source before blending.
Lighting muﬆ also be similar between source and target. For multi-take montage
scenarios, where source and target are typically captured in close succession in the
same seĨing, this condition is trivially met. Likewise, when either the source or target
is captured in a ﬆudio seĨing, with full control over the lighting setup, this condition
can also be met with the same eﬀorts required for plausible green screening. However
such matching can be diﬃcult for novices or may be impossible if the source and target
are from exiﬆing footage.
Finally, seam ėnding and blending can fail for diﬃcult inputs. For example, when
hair falls along the forehead, there may be no seam that generates a natural blend
between source and target. Strong diﬀerences in illuminations will lead to bleeding
artifaČs because it sometimes is not possible for the seam to avoid such regions.
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Figure 7.5.4: Replacement. (top) Cropped source and target frames (left and right,
resp.) showing casual conversation and head motion, with the target shot handheld.
(bottom) Frames from the blended result, combining frames from two subjects with
notably diﬀerent expression, speech, pose, and face shape.
Fig. Ǐ.Ǎ.ǋ shows some examples where these limitations are manifeﬆed in the ėnal
result.
Ǐ.Ǎ.ǎ SŊŁŁĵŇŏ
ĉis chapter presented a novel syﬆem for replacing facial performances in video that,
in contraﬆ to previous approaches, does not require expensive hardware or signiėcant
user intervention. An important component of the syﬆem is a novel algorithm for
identifying a ĝace-time seam on the face mesh that reduces blending artifaČs in the
ėnal composite. ĉe next and ėnal chapter reviews the contributions presented in this
dissertation and discusses some direČions for future work.
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Figure 7.5.5: Retargeting. (top) Cropped source (retimed) and target frames (left
and right, resp.) from indoor recordings of poetry recitation. (bottom) Frames from
the blended result combine the identity of the source with the background and timing
of the target.
ǑǏ
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Conclusions
As digital cameras have become ubiquitous, we’ve been confronted by a Ěood of visual
data, ﬆored across personal devices and internet sharing sites. ĉis dissertation has
presented four diﬆinČ syﬆems that address the challenges and opportunities posed by
this data deluge to make graphics tasks easier for amateur users.
In Chapter ǌ, we demonﬆrated a syﬆem that leverages a large image database for
image reﬆoration. For multiple reﬆoration algorithms–white balance correČion,
contraﬆ enhancement, and exposure correČion–we showed howĝecifying a prior
based on the results of a visual search can produce results superior to similar algorithms
using more generic image priors. Additionally, we showed that relatively small database
sizes are suﬃcient for robuﬆ exposure and contraﬆ correČion.
Our CGǊReal syﬆem presented in Chapter Ǎ takes a radically diﬀerent approach to
synthesizing photorealiﬆic CG images. Inﬆead of adding geometric and texture details
or using more sophiﬆicated rendering and lighting models, we took an image-based
approach that exploits the growing number of real images that are available online,
where we transferred realiﬆic color, tone, and texture to the CG image, and we showed
that these transfers improve the realism of CG images.
Ǒǐ
Chapter ǎ presented a multi-video browsing syﬆem that seamlessly blends searching
and browsing. In this syﬆem, the user never needs to explicitly search for similar
content in the data set as this data is made automatically available by our interface. ĉis
is achieved by ėrﬆ aligning the videos with reĝeČ to each other and then playing them
using the Browsing Companion. We further showed that the alignment information is
useful for other applications, such as highlight deteČion or multi-video
summarization, that can help the user beĨer underﬆand the video colleČion.
Finally, in Chapter Ǐ, we presented a syﬆem for producing face replacements in
video that requires only single-camera video and minimal user input and is robuﬆ
under signiėcant diﬀerences between source and target. We showed with a user ﬆudy
that results generated with this method are perceived as realiﬆic. Our method is useful
in a variety of situations, including multi-take montage, dubbing, retargeting, and face
replacement.
ǐ.ǉ FŊŉŊŇĹWŃŇĿ
Our pipeline for image reﬆoration is suﬃciently Ěexible to be used for a number of
image-based applications beyond those discussed in this dissertation. In general, any
image-based algorithm that can beneėt from a more precise prior is a candidate for this
approach. While we use a coarse local approach with cosegmentation, exploring
patch-based local methods built upon the visual context is one future direČion.
Inveﬆigating ĝeciėc online colleČions–e.g., professional photographs and
domain-ĝeciėc colleČions–could also lead to improved results in reﬆorations based
on the visual context.
To improve upon our CGǊReal results, future work will have to consider other
operations, perhaps perĝeČive and scale adjuﬆments. While we have found that high
frequencies in real-image texture contribute to perceived realism, what other cues are
people using to diﬆinguish CG from real? Are they high or low-level? Future work on
this problem could provide valuable insight into the myﬆeries of human vision.
ĉere are a number of possible extensions to our work on multi-video browsing and
summarization. Moﬆ important is to improve runtime eﬃciency, ĝeciėcally by
reducing the pair-wise video alignment complexity from quadratic to linear. Another
important direČion is to oﬀer a baĨery of frame similarity measures, such as audio,
motion, face deteČion, sub-titles. Finally, our work on user-guided summarization is
ǑǑ
only preliminary; extensions of this basic idea could lend themselves to more
sophiﬆicated modes of video editing.
Future improvements to our face replacement syﬆem, such as inpainting for
occlusions during large pose variations, ǊD background warping for vaﬆly diﬀerent
face shapes, and lighting transfer between source and target will make this approach
applicable to an even broader range of scenarios.
ǉǈǈ
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